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HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Kurth questions governor's logic
recommended higher education
he given a 3 percent increase during the first year and a 5 percent
increase during the second year."
Kurth said. "The governor cut
that to 2 percent the first year and
3 percent the second.
"I think that is insufficiently
balanced against the new construction projects," he said.
During his presentation, Kurth
addressed the overall perspective
of the executive branch's proposal, the outlook for compensating
faculty and staff, the possible
effect of precluding tuition
increases and the zeroing of capital funding at Murray State.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
While the General Assembls is
picking apart Gov. Brereton
Jones' budget proposal, university presidents question the logic
behind his recommendations for
higher education funding.
Murray State University President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth was
among several university presidents who appeared Thursday
before the House Budget Review
Subcommittee on Education.
"The Council on Higher Education, as a result of the Higher
Education Review Commission.

DR. RONALD KURTH

"I'm looking at a budget and I
,ec relatively much for construction and relatively little for operating funds," Kurth said. "There
is S8I million for new bricks and
mortar, and only S12 million in
new operating funds. I don't see
the logic in such a budget."
Under the governor's proposal,
Murray State would be able to
raise faculty and staff salaries by
only 2 percent.
"If we look at folks who have
not had a raise for two years, it
only seems fair that we use as a
• 'fie Page 2

Murray student expelled for gun
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A I4-year-old student was
expelled for the remainder of the
school year by the Murray school
board during a special session
Thursday night.
The student was caught with a
.32-caliber handgun on the Murray Middle School campus in
January.

"Expulsion for the school year
is the action listed in our code of
conduct for possession of a firearm on the school campus." said
school superintendent W.A.
Franklin.
This was the third incident in
the last two months of Calloway
or Murray students caught carrying weapons on school property.
Last month, the Calloway
County school board expelled

two students alter they were
caught possessing a firearm on
campus around Christmas break.
A I6-year-old Calloway student was also arrested Jan. 31 for
carrying a I2-inch wooden club
and a ninc-inch Old Timer knife
at a Calloway-Murray Middle
basketball game. He was charged
with carrying a concealed deadly
weapon.
The Calloway school board has

not

et taken any action in that

The recent incidents brought
about rumors of alleged gang
activity in Murray, hut school
and law enforcement officials
have said the rumors are not true.
In light of the incidents, tighter
security is planned at tonight's
Murray-Calloway County high
school basketball ,gamcs.

STACEY CROOKIL•dger

T,rnes photo

Long-tlme friend and colleague of Norman Rockwell, Joseph Csatarl,
takes the first bite of cake in honor of Rockwell's 100th birthday
during a celebration at the Wrather Museum Thursday night.

Victims at odds with system Bill may have led to murders
By LUCAS L. JOHNSON II
Associated Press Writer
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Editors Note: In order to protect the identity of those
involved in criminal cases,
names have been withheld.
However, all cases are public
record.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mike Ward said he thinks in
most cases he does a good job.
However, some crime victims
say they were not involved in
the plea bargains nor do they
think the punishments fit the
crimes.
A woman who was the victim
of an alleged rape, sodomy,
criminal mischief and assault
was upset to learn that all the
charges except assault were dismissed against the perpetrator.
"I was never contacted by
Mike Ward," the victim said.
"The day I was supposed to go
to court, I never got to say a
word."
After the attack, the victim

Weight of

Justice
If being a victim of a crime is not
bad enough, many say they are being
victimized again by the judicial system
In part two of a three-part series, reporter Stacey
Crook interviewed four victims about their cases

sought medical expenses for
multiple bruises, as well as
rape. Her injuries were photographed and documented by
hospital personnel, law enforcement and social workers.
The offender was sentenced
to three years in prison for the
assault charge, but the plea
agreement negated that punishment. His sentence, instead, ran
concurrent with time he was
serving on a felony DUI

Seat belt
law passes
in House
FaANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky House today
passed a bill to require all passengers to wear seat belts. The
nyclsure now moves to the
S,enate, where previous opposition appears to be diminished.
Lawmakers rejected an amendment to require insurance companies to cut rates to coincide with
the scat-belt requirement and one
ot put the matter up for a popular
vote. The House voted 66-29 for
passage after a lengthy debate.
The bill requires everyone riding in a vehicle manufactured
after 1965 that carries 10 people
• See Page 2

conviction.
"He raped me. did about
S1,000 worth of damage to mshome, almost killed me and he
walked away," she said.
According to the defendant's
court file, Circuit Court Judge
David Buckingham sent a letter
to Ward indicating he was concerned about the Commonwealth's agreement.
See Page 3

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
--- An investigator says 3 car
repair bill owed by a suspect in
the shooting deaths of four Taco
Bell employees could have played a role in the robbery-murders.
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation agents on Wednesday confiscated cost estimates and paperwork relating to a repair bill
owed by Courtney B. Matthews,
TBI special agent Jim Taylor
said.

Matthews, a part-time Liso
Bell employee, was charged
Wednesday with four counts of
first-degree murder. Money Was
taken from the restaurant's cash
registers and safe, although
authorities will not say how
much.

Matthews reportedly owes
more than S1,0(X) to Jackson's
Body Shop in Clarksville tor a
rental car he crashed into a
Clarksville police car Jan. 7,
authorities said Thursday.
"That definitely could be pan • See Page 2

U.S., Vietnam restore ties
By GEORGE ESPER
AP Special Correspondent
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — The
United States and Vietnam
restored economic tics today after
nearly '20 years, opening a
multibillion-dollar market to
American businessmen and bringing a painful postwar era to its
end.

A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD

AMY WILSON Leager & Imes proIo

North Elementary primary students in Beverly Galloway's class sing their numbers in French as part of a
school-wide unit about different countries around the world. Projects created by the students will be on
display throughout the school during February.

MEETINGS

FORUM

SPORTS

•Murray State University Board of
Regents will meet in committees Friday
beginning at 3 pm The board will meet
in regular session Saturday at 9 a m in
Wells Hall

II Reporter Amy Wilson discusses how
children often seem to put things in a dif
ferent perspective than adults

•Second-ranked North Carolina handed
No I Duke an 89-78 Joss at the Dean
Dome Thursday night, continuing the
changes at the top of college basketball
this season

The two countries began preparing to establish liaison offices
in Washington and Hanoi. a midstep toward afl embassy when
diplomatic ties are restored. Officials said they are a ways off.
The U.S. liaison office in
Hanoi will be responsible for
handling trade matters and human
rights issues, among other things.
The United States already has an

Page 8

TOKYO (AP) — Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa and his
key backers today withdrew a
tax-reform plan that posed the
second potentially fatal threat to
his fragile coalition in less than a
week.
Coalition leaders agreed early
today to reconsider the plan,
which was intended to help
Japan's ailing economy by cutting income taxes and raising the
national sales tax.
The plan took many of Hosokawa's own allies by surprise
when it was announced Thursday,
less than a week after the prime
minister averted a major crisis
over proposed political reforms.
The largest member of his
coalition, the Social Democratic

II See Page 2

Party, threatened to quit unless
the tax plan was overhauled. That
could have sunk the government.
"We haven't been able to
reach a compromise," Ichiro
Ozawa, the coalition's top
strategist and an architect of the
tax plan, said today. "So we are
going back to square one."
Share prices on the Tokyo
Stock Exchange rose slightly
today as investors drifted back
into the market, reassured the
government was unlikely to fall.
Ozawa said talks on the tax
plan would continue. Hosokawa,
who said he would stand by the
coalition's decision, apologized
It) the Socialists today for spring113 See Page 2
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MIA otlice in Hanoi staffed by
more than 20 people, including
three from the State Department.
Deputy Foreign Minister Le
Mai announced today the opening
of Vietnam's office in Washington, a step which he said "contributes to opening a new page in
U.S.-Vietnam relations in the

Hosokawa backs
down on tax plan
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01 it," Taylor said of the motive.
Matthews' father, Godfrey
Matthews of - the ,Bronx, N.Y.,
told the Clarksville LeafChronicle that his son, who also
is a Fort Campbell, Ky., soldier,
began working at Taco Bell about
10 days before the murders to
pay the repair hill. The elder Matthews said his
son called him Sunday and tearfully told him about the killings.
told him police are going to
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Reserve raises interest rates

II Kurth...
FROM PAGE 1
benchmark an increase for inflation." Kurth said. "I think minimal pay raises ought to match
inflation."
Kurth also doubted the logic
behind the governor's recommendation that tuition raises be frozen for two years.
-This can be a very popular
political move with the students,"
Korth said. "But there are
increases in fixed costs and the
fact is that if you don't increase
tuition, you can't meet those
increases."
The issue of tuition is typically
under the domain of the Council
on Higher Education.
"I questioned the governor putting the General Assembly into
the tuition question because this
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has always been the authority of
the CHE," Kurth said. "We certainly don't want university presidents going to the General
Assembly every two years arguing what tuition ought to be."
Among the issues the CHE
examines when determining tuution are what is happening at benchmark institutions, per capita
income and fixed cost increases.
Kurth was especially concerned that funds for a renovation
project for Blackburn Science
Building were not allocated.
"There is nothing in the budget
for taking care of existing buildings at MSU." Kurth said. "One
project that the CHE supported
was matching funds for a grant
given to us by the National Science Foundation for partial renovation at Blackburn."
In order for MSU to receive
the grant. 51.2 million in matching funds is needed.
"Our need to renovate Blackburn and Carr Health Building is
not going to go away," Kurth
said. "The president will be there

rely year until it gets done We
Yre looking at a request that ultimately has to be done.
"1 don't see the logic of new
buildings when renovation is
needed for existing buildings," he
said. "It would only cost the state
50 cents on the dollar."
Kurth said the presidents from
the regional universities were in
very close agreement on a number Of Issues.
"I think the points I made were
well received," Kurth said.
"They've (the legislators) got
tough decisions to make."
However, Kurth emphasized
that the university presidents are
simply looking at what the governor has said.
"That may not stand," he said.
"If we had the time at Murray
State, the best way to do budgetary guidelines is to wait until
everything is concrete."
The Murray State board of
regents is expected to address the
budget situation at its meeting
Friday and Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Federal Reserve, in a highly
unusual move, today announced
plans to increase short-term interest rates in order to protect
against any future increase in
inflation.
The Fed's decision, taken during a closed-door meeting of its
Federal Open Market Committee,
wai announced in a bre iqicment by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
It marked the first time since
1989 that the central bank has
decided to push interest rates
higher to quell inflationary
pressures.
"The action is expected to be
associated with a small increase
in short-term money market interest rates," Greenspan said in his
statement. "The decision was
taken to move toward a less
accommodative stance in monet-

interest of the two peoples."
Almost immediately after President Clinton's lifting of the trade
embargo, some of the giants of
American industry opened for
business today or announced
plans to begin operations.
American Express signed a
contract with the Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam to accept
its card in the country, the first
U.S. credit card company to
return since the end of the war in
1975.
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The Fed has not changed its
target for the federal funds rate
since September 1992, when it
nudged interest rates down to 3
percent, its lowest level in three
decades.
That reduction capped a twoyear effort by the central bank to
reduce a variety of business and

•Murders...

•U.S., Vietnam...
FROM PAGE 1

Pepsi-Cola International began
limited operations and gave the
first bottles away at 50 locations
in Ho Chi Minh City as part of a
promotion campaign to celebrate
the lifting of the embargo. Barry
Shea, the Southeast Asia manager. said Pepsi would .be in full
production in a week.
United Airlines said it will
begin service between Los
Angeles and Ho Chi Minh City,
as soon as it can get government
approval. United acquired the
U.S. rights from now-defunct Pan
Am in 1986.
U.S. businesses, seeking to
enter the S4 billion market in
aviation, telecommunications,
heavy equipment and construction, have clamored for an end to
the embargo.
otai
more
tio
h i_cAtnsaiama nhas
licV
than 800 foreign investment projects for mostly European and
approved capital of $7
The American business leaders
in Vietnam said the lifting of the
trade embargo on its former foe
would finally give them the
chance to compete in the
multibillion-dollar market.
"That's great news," said
Frank Hawke, vice president and
Indochina manager for Citibank.
Vietnam is "the hottest emerging market in the world right
now," said Eugene Matthews,
president of Ashta International
Inc., an investment and consulting firm.
"This is truly an end of an
era," said James Rockwell, managing director for Vatico, a
Hanoi-based consulting firm for
several American companies.
"The whole stigma, the negativity of the Vietnam War, is over
forever."
Rockwell planned an "End of
the Embargo Bash" at a Hanoi
_hotel tonight to celebrate.

FROM PAGE 1
question you. ... He Just said,
'Daddy, all my friends got
killed," he said.
The elder Matthews also said
his son told him he was scheduled to work Saturday night
along with the four people killed,
hut he called in sick.
A woman who identified herself as Matthews' aunt told The
Tennessean that Matthews was in
a nightclub at the time of the
killings.
"He was at a club" in Louisville, Ky., said the woman, who
would not give her name.
Matthews, a private first class
at Fort Campbell, Ky., where he
repaired helicopters, had worked
part-time at the Taco Bell for 10
days as a dishwasher and food
handler.
Police say he wOrked Saturday
night and, after the restaurant
closed early Sunday morning,
pumped four to seven bullets
from a 9mm handgun into each of
the co-workers.
_..Zhc..cash registers were empty
and some money was taken from
the safe. Police won't say how
much money was taken

Montgomery County District
Attorney General John Carney
has said he will seek the death
penalty against Matthews who
has been denied bond and faces
four first-degree murder charges.
The four victims — Kevin
Campbell, 22, Marsha Klopp, 24,
Patricia Price, 39, and Angela
Wyatt, 22 — were shot four to
seven times each with a 9mm
semiautomatic handgun sometime
after the store closed at 2 a.m.
Sunday, authorities said.
To some, Matthews is a polite,
friendly, young man. But to
Ernest Campbell, he's a "peculiar" acting murderer who killed
his son and three other Taco Bell
workers Sunday morning.
"A lot of people at the support
group meeting we've been
attending said he acted peculiar,"
Campbell said.
Campbell paid a visit Thursday
to the mound of floral arrangements in the Taco Bell parking
lot that memorialize his son
Kevin and the other victims.
Campbell, tears forming in his
eyes, said dealing with the deaths
is not a day-to-day process, but
"minute by minute."

Campbell said he feels relieved
that a suspect has been found, but
others who regularly crossed
paths with Matthews said they
are surprised that the 19-year-old
soldier from New York's Bronx
borough was the one arrested.
"He was a very polite soldier," said Jamie Smith, who
lived two doors down from
Matthews' dark, red brick duplex
with brown shutters, gravel driveway and wooded back yard.
"He seemed like an ordinary
guy," Mrs. Smith said. "They
loved to have parties and turn the
music up. They came and went at
all hours of the day and night.•'
Her husband, Fort Campbell
soldier James Smith, described
Matthews as "a regular Joe. He
was always real polite to us."
At a convenience store on the
corner, Shelly Ferrer& said Matthews would come in several times
a week to buy cigarettes. He
joked around but was wellmannered and polite, the 25-yearold clerk said.
His arrest gave her second
thoughts, though.
"Being from the Bronx, he's
probably used to this," she said
of the slayings.

If a new trade deal doesn't
materialize, U.S. officials say
Japan could face sanctions.
The prime minister met with
U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor on Thursday, but
Japanese officials did not report
any progress. Trade Minister Hiroshi Kumagai met Kantor today
and said the discussion was
''very severe.''
Hosokawa's plan for a $55 billion income tax cut this year, followed later by an increase in the
sales tax, was part of an
emergency economic stimulus
package the government had
hoped to announce today, accord-

ing to its chief spokesman,
Masayoshi Takemura.
U.S. trade negotiators have
pushed for the package, hoping it
would encourage Japanese consumers to buy more foreign
goods.
But the coalition's action was
expected to delay the announcement until next week.

•Tax plan...
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FROM PAGE 1
ing the plan on them, Kyodo
News Service reported.
But the prime minister's troubles were far from over.
The withdrawal of the tax plan
further delayed a long-awaited
economic stimulus package
aimed at pulling Japan out of its
worst recession since World War
It also was a major embarrassment, coming amid growing pressure for Tokyo to strike a trade
deal with the United States ahead
of Hosokawa's summit with President Clinton in Washington on
Feb. 11.

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON

would apply to pickup trucks and
back-scat passengers.
The bill also contains a slight,
but significant change in the safety scat rules for children. The
current law requires only a parent
or legal guardian who is driving a
child to ensure the child is in a
safety seat. The change would
place that burden on anyone
transporting a child.
Violation of the law would carry a fine of up to $25. But police
could not stop a vehicle and cite
passengers just for failure to wear
scat belts.
Local governments would not
be able to enact any legislation
on scat belts.

FROM PAGE 1
or less to wear a seat belt. Unlike
some previous versions, the bill
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The Socialists argued the tax
cut would not succeed in getting
consumers to spend more if people knew they would have to pay
more taxes later.
The initial public reaction
seemed to support that view,

III Seat belt...
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consumer interest rates to spur
the U.S economy.
It has not raised rates since for
five years
Greenspan did not say how
much the increase would be. He
told Congress earlier this week
that the central hank was poised
to increase short-term rates to
prevent any surge in inflation.
Greenspan said it was only a
matter of time before the Fed
would move to constrict the
money supply. He said the aim
would he to avoid the mistakes of
past Fed chiefs who waited too
long before tightening up on credit and thus allowed inflation to
get out of hand.
But many analysts had
expected the central bank to raise
the 3 percent goal from between
a quarter percentage point to a
half percentage point sometime
early this year as insurance
against substantial pnce hikes.

ary policy in order to sustain and
enhance the economic
expansion.''
As a rule, the Fed doesn't
announce changes in its federal
funds rate, the interest that banks
charge on overnight loans However. Greenspan said the decision
was made to announce today's
action in order "to avoid any
misunderstanding of the committee's purposes, given the fan that
this is the first firming of reserve
market conditions by the committee since early 1989."
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•Victims at odds...
FROM PAGE 1
I am concerned that such a
serious charge was dismissed,
especially since it now appears
that the alleged victim had not
been contacted concerning the
agreement," the letter said
Furthermore, Buckingham
advised Ward he was reluctant to
accept the agreement until he was
assured the victim was aware of
it
The victim said she had no
idea the agreement, which dismissed the rape, sodomy and
criminal mischief charges, had
herb- made.
"That is saying it didn't happen when it did," the victim said.
''l don't feel like 1 should ‘have to
back down. I was in the right."
When asked about the agreement Wednesday, Ward said he
could not recall the details of the
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The woman who was allegedly
raped said she would not have
agreed to dismiss the charges.
Rather than sending the defendant, whom she claims has a drug
and alcohol problem, to jail, she
said she wished he could be sent
to an in-patient treatment center.
"I'd like to see him in some
program where they'd help him
after he dried out to rehabilitate
and get a job so he could pay
restitution to the state or other
agencies such as social services,"
she said.
She added that prison is not the
answer.
"That's not helping either
because when they get out
they're still the same person," she
said.
In addition, the woman said
failing to provide some type of
help to the offender damages
society.
"It's not fair to me, but it's not
fair to any person who lives in
that community," she said.
Entenng into a. plea agreement
without consulting the victim is
not an isolated incident.
The mother of a juvenile who
was allegedly sexually assaulted
said neither she nor her son was
contacted before the plea. In fact,
she said she has never met the
prosecutor.
However, Ward said be spoke
with the victim before he testifed
to the grand jury. Ward did not
clarify if he spoke with the vic-
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tim before entering into the plea
agreement.
"I won't say they were okay
with it (the plea agreement)," he
said.
"I feel like the court and everyone else didn't do their jobs," the
victim's mother said. "It's like
you've been raped — like all
your Morals are gone."
She said her son and another
boy were ready to testify at the
trial that they had been sexually
abused.
However. Ward said "it would
have been terribly humiliating for
those bOyS— to 'Laic
In addition, after the plea was
entered, the Commonwealth filed
a notice of probation violation
stating the defendant was
believed to have been calling
juveniles and "proposing to commit conduct in violation of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes."
Presently, officials have been
unable to locate the defendant to
see if the conditions of the plea
have been met.
The mother said the perpetrator
needs help.
The man's charge of firstdegree sexual abuse was amended
to criminal abuse. He was sentenced to three 'years in jail,
which were probated on the condition he leave the state and stay
on supervised probation in
another state.
Ward said he did not think he
had enough evidence to
prosecute.
However, the defendent has a
prior record in which he was
charged with 40 counts of unlawful transactions with a minor.
The victim's mother said she is
worried about the effect the
case's outcome will have on
those involved.
"It makes the kids think that he
didn't do anything wrong," she
said.
Ward said he does not have a
problem with the plea agreement.
The mother disagrees. She said
the offender obviously needs
counseling.
"It's really not fair to the guy
because, he needs -somebody to
stop him," she said. "He needs to
be somewhere so that he won't
hurt anybody eLse."
While some victims are contacted about agreements, the sentences may seem unfair.

MIKE WARD
In a recent case in which a
defendant was charged with conspiracy to commit murder. the
Commonwealth agreed to a sentence of 10 years probation after
the man pleaded guilty, but mentally ill.
Ward said the case would have
been difficult to try because the
alleged "hit man" could not be
found. However, the Kentucky
State Police had videotapes
which showed conversations
between the defendant and the
"hit man" detailing the killing.
Ward said he showed the
agreement to Buckingham before
he signed it.
"I do think that was a light
sentence, though," Ward said.
The commonwealth's attorney.
does not have to accept any. plea
agreement. Ii a deal cannot be
made, the case will go to a jury.
trial. Victims of non-violent crime
are also concerned because they
say Ward has not been involved
in their cases.
One person said she has been
unable to collect restitution after
a 1990 burglary.
The CommonwealtiVagreed to
a deal in which the burglar pays
restitution, the amount of which
is disputed by the victim. He was
ordered to pay several thousand
dollars back in S50 installments.
"I felt like they stole it all at
one time and they should have in
pay it back at one time," the victim said.
The defendant has ()lied to
keep his payments current. The
victim said she cannot even get a
straight answer as to who enforces collection of restitution.

Ward said restitution and child
support are paid to the Circuit
Court Clerk's Office.
Circuit Court Clerk Ann Wilson said restitution and child support payments are sent to her
office and she distributes those
monies.
"But, if people don't pay, he's
(Ward) in charge of going to get
it," Wilson said. "That's his
responsibility."
The victim said she feels like
no one is defending her rights.
"Sometimes they didn't even
tell me when I was ring to
she Said, adding that she——
rarely had the opportunity to
speak to Ward.
Another mother who was
attempting to collect child support voiced the same concerns.
She said she has never been able
to reach Ward by telephone at his
office.
The woman said Ward's office
tried to get her to fettle the case
in which her ex-husband allegedly owes more than SI8,((X) In
back child support.
"I said no, let's go to court.'
she said.
The mother got her way. After
a final pre-trtal conference this
week, she rejected all offers. The
case will be set for trial.
She said she feels like the prosecutor has not been doing his
job.
"If he's going to be the defender of victims, then he needs to
defend them," she said. "I feel
like I don't have a lawyer."
While each of the cases represents a different type of crime,
Ward said he feels like the complaints are the exception instead
of the rule.
"We get lots of cards and
thank yous from people who say
we are doing a good job," he
said.
Ward acknowledges that he
sometimes makes mistakes or
overlooks some cases, but says he
is not perfect.
"Some (victims) are very
Involved and some aren't," he
said. "I know there are some who
would have liked more than they.
got."
Ward's detective, Laura Dycus,
said she often deals with the
victims.
"They often need reassurance
or answers," she said.

Dycus said victims are usually
consulted before a plea
agreement
"The majority of the time we
talk to them We send a letter and
ask for their response," she said.
Ward added that an approximately half of the caces, the s
tim is not a private vituen. but
the state or a law enforcement

officer. He said he thinks he has
a good working relationship with
most officers, adding that he con
sults with the officer on each
case before a plea is entered.
Dycus said ii IS often difficult
to give victims what they want
"The one thing you can't gist
them back iv what the)'SC lost,'
she said
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Moynihan keeps
the White House
busy interpreting
By JILL LAWRENCE
AP Potitical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Maybe President Clinton knew what to
expect when he asked Lloyd Bentsen to join his Cabinet and
• cleared the way for Daniel Patrick Moynihan to become chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee.
Or maybe he didn't.
Moynihan wields enormous influence over cherished Clinton initiatives such as last year's economic plan and this year's health and
welfare reforms. Ignoring him is not an option, but keeping up with
, him is a challenge.
The New York Democrat is routinely described as brilliant. He's
also quirky, impulsive, flamboyantly independent and a source of
' occasional heartburn at the White House.
When he said on national TV that there is no health care crisis
• but there is a welfare crisis, he undercut Clinton's drive for health
reform just as Republicans were coalescing behind that very nocrisis argument. His threat — real? mischievous? — to hold healthcare reform hostage to welfare reform in his committee was another
strong signal to the White House.
Yet soon Moynihan was on TV again, with revised remarks.
"So is there a health care crisis or not?" asked CNN's Rowland
, Evans.
"There's an insurance crisis," replied Moynihan.
There was no talk of hostage-taking: "We have to do health
first." After that, "we'll go right on to welfare." Furthermore,
Moynihan said, Clinton had personally promised him "in the Oval
i Office" that he'd send up a welfare bill.
Moynihan met with Clinton the day of the State of the Union
I
address. He won't say what was discussed, but the president
pledged in his speech that night to deliver a welfare bill by spring.
One thing Clinton didn't mention at the meeting was his dramatic threat to veto any health reform bill that didn't include universal
insurance coverage. In a turnabout. Moynihan was on the receiving
end of a surprise.
The senator, a 30-year talk-show veteran, says he didn't plan in
advance to say what he did about health and welfare and crises.
It was an ill-advised way to make an important point," he conceded in an interview. But he also said, "I usually mean what I
say."
What he says often is charming and self-effacing. Moynihan
,
started a town meeting in New York last year with a brief history
of the setting — a county courthouse. He declined to question witnesses at a recent hearing, noting wryly that "I've interrupted
enough already."
He said apologetically after the interview that "I didn't mean to
be too didactic." But in the same session Moynihan demonstrated
Norne of his trademark abruptness.
"What does that have to do with anything I just said?" he asked
,
sharply at one point. And at another: "Don't waste your time asking obvious questions."
If those close to Clinton sometimes wish Moynihan would make
his blunt pronouncements in private, it's also clear that the pnckly
New Yorker is generally sympathetic to their goals — including
health insurance for all.
"What he needs to do along the way is less important to them
because they know where he's headed," said media consultant
Mandy Grunwald, an adviser to both Clinton and Moynihan.
Moynihan came to the Senate in 1977 after long experience in
, various presidential administrations. Eerily prescient, he predicted
decades ago that black families were headed for breakdown; now
he's working to ease the crisis he foresaw.
His scholarly output includes books and articles on everything
from social policy to foreign policy. He even writes many of his
own campaign ads. They're done in distinctive black-and-white
stills that hint of gravity and a place in history.
Perhaps it was Moynihan's professorial style that prompted a
Clinton aide to boast early last year that the White House would
• "roll right over" the new chairman.
It hasn't happened quite that way; there's a canny pot behind that
1 Ivory Tower facade. "I've seen him when the chips were down,
when there was gut-fighting going on," says Sen. Orrin Hatch, RUtah. "He can get tough."
,
Moynihan has had to be that just to manage his committee, with
I us pivotal contingent of moderate Republicans and Southern Democrats. The Clinton budget "simply would not have passed without
Pat Moynihan figunng out how to make it pass in the Finance
Committee,•' said Grunwald.
The president is expecting similar miracles on health and
welfare.
The chairman, who's got strong opinions on both, believes the
principals are beginning to converge on what they can and should
accomplish. At this point it's safe for him to say:.''I'm feeling very
good."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill 1.a.rence covers national issues for
The Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to e.r.press their
opinion' on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letter's on a variety of topics, provided they corn* with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
nereittry (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters mug nor
be mart than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any kat
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Bat HMO, Murray. KY 42071.

A lesson taught by a child
Sometimes I think it takes a
conversation with a child to make
adults realize what things are
really important in life.
I visited North Calloway
Elementary School Thursday to
set a school-wide display showcasing countries around the
world. All the materials had been
created by students, from animals
in the rain forest to a Mexican
village.
The hallways were transformed
from an occasional good work
display to a unified thematic display. It was obvious that somebody had been hard at work
teaching these kids about characteristics of other countries.
As I passed one room, the
young students were singing their
numbers from one to I() in
French. They were divided into
groups and as each number came
up, the corresponding number in
writing was held in the air.
Other students were making
pictures or completing last
minute projects. One class was
making cookies in the cafeteria
with the help of several parent
volunteers.
Parents were also busy hanging
student creations in the hallways
so that each student could have a
project on display.
To be honest, I was immediately transported back to my days as
a wide-eyed youngester when I
used to make creative things to
hang on the fridge.
As I walked around through
the building, I encountered a
young primary student named
Matthew S. sitting in the hallway
working on a paper.
He obviously knew I was
someone new to the building.
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After all, I was wandering around
with a camera.
In order to make me more
comfortable, he gave me a shy
hello. Only children are able in
put a person at ease with only a
smile and a few quiet words.
After talking to him for a
while, I discovered that he had
worked on the rain forest (Brazil)
hallway and had created a jaguar
with his friend Terry.
I could tell he didn't really
want to say too much, but he was
obviously proud of his jaguar.
That's what education is all
about: teaching children to be
proud of themselves.
Talking to Matthew made me
realize how uncomplicated a
youngster's life is. He doesn't
have to worry about the budget,
the fact that Murray State University is seeking a new president or
health care reform.
All he really has to worry
about is whether that little girl in
pigtails is going to cut in front of
him in the lunchline.
I wanted to freeze that moment
in time and keep him and all the
other children safe from the outside world — free from violence,
drugs and disappointment.
I wanted to tell him how
important it is to enjoy being
young and living an uncomplicated life. I wanted him to know

that there are people who are
willing to help him when he has
to face difficult decisions.
I wanted him to know that
sometimes life gets rough and he
may think he will never be happy, but that it will eventually get
better.
I wanted him to know there are
things (and people) in life who
will try to trip him and force him
to do things he knows aren't
right.
And I wanted him to know that
being in elementary school isn't
so bad when you consider the
alternatives. At least he doesn't
have to worry about his car
breaking down or whether he will
get laid off from work.
As I looked into Matthew's
eyes, I saw a very intelligent
little boy who is eager to take on
the world. I just hope that when
the time comes for him to take
his place in the adult world,,he
will remember all his wonderful
experiences as a child.
I doubt he felt as profoundly
touched by our conversation as I,
but I hope he remembers what I
told him about the rain forest and
his participation: he should be
proud of what he has done.
•

•

•

•

On a more serious note, I
learned a great deal about the

concept of year-round schooling,
thanks to Tuesday's presentation
at Calloway's board office.
I had always thought of yearround schooling as 365 days a
year, but it is actually the typical
180-day school term divided up
differently.
What I heard was quite informative, regardless of whether I
agreed with it or not. I applaud
the Calloway system for examining new concepts and ways to do
things, but I do hope prudence
will be used when deciding what
to do with the knowledge.
With the implementation of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
still in the forefront of people's
minds, I don't think our community is ready to take on any more
challenges yet.
Instead, I think our schools are
ready to work toward perfection
with what they are already doing
and make subtle changes on that
level.
I know there are many "astronauts and Pied Piper teachers and
programs" in the Calloway system. Why not let those people
rest a little while and then maybe
consider alterations later.
Because when you really think
about it, altering the academic
calendar will affect more than
just the students and their families. The enure community will
be forced to undergo changes.
And don't forget, there are two
school systems in the area, as
well as a university.
Change is beneficial and keeps
stagnation at bay. However, radical change should not be
attempted unless all the players
are on the field and cheering in
the game.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 29. The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on hate:
College students often tweak the nose of "the establishment" by
welcoming views most Americans find repugnant. This happened last
fall when Khalid Abdul Muhammad, the Nation of Islam's No. 2 man
behind controversial Minister Louis Farrakhan, spoke at New Jersey's
Kean College.
Muhammad, an admirer of Adolf Hitler, described Jews as "slumlords, bloodsuckers of the black nation, vendors of rotten meat, owners of the Federal Reserve system and masters of the White House."
He bemoaned that history condemns the Holocaust, "but don't
They went in there, in
nobody ever ask what did they do to Hitler?
Germany, the way they do everywhere they go, and they supplanted,
they usurped, they turned around: and a German, in his own country,
would almost have to go to a Jew to get money. They had undermined
the very fabnc of the society."
After saying all that, plus taking nasty swipes at Catholics and the
pope, Muhammad called on South Africa's blacks, when they take
over leadership of the country this year, to "kill everything white" —
and be sure not to exclude "women, children, the blind, the
„crippled."
Amazingly, this doctrine for genocide drew cheers from the black
Kean College audience. However, it's gratifying to report that won't
happen at Atlanta's Emory University. The Black Law Students Asso-

ciation has pointedly withdrawn an invitation to Muhammad to speak
there.
Let's hope other student groups, whatever their color, follow suit.
Muhammad's venom, defended by Farrakhan, has not only poisoned
his organization's relations with Jews and other whites, but is also
repudiated by the civil' rights leadership, including the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and the Congressional Black Caucus.
Black hatemongers must be treated with the same contempt as white
hatemongers. You don't see many KKK leaders being invited to
address college audiences, much less getting cheered.
Jan. 29, The Register-Herald, Beckley, W.Va., on Oliver
North:
For Oliver North to run as a Washington "outsider" is almost as
hypocritical as if he were to run as a "patriot."
A man so immersed in the labyrinthine coils of Washington intrigue
that he still shows no remorse at having sold arms to a sworn enemy
of die United States certainly can't claim to be a babe in the woods.
North has admitted lying to Congress during the Iran-Contra scandal. He was convicted of aiding and abetting obstruction of Congress,
destroying documents and accepting an illegal gratuity. The convictions were overturned on a technicality.
Instead of running for Congress. North should be in prison.

Hillary's deja vu health care plan
The health plan hatched by Hillary Rodharn Clinton and the President isn't new. Democrats tried to
ram through a similar plan more
than 50 years ago as part of Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal.
A Dec. 26, 1943, story from the
Chicago Tribune's Washington Bureau gave details. Sen. Wagner
Murray sponsored a bill that would
have offered cradle-to-grave health
insurance for all.
The bill was conceived by a New
York City publication called "PM,
which is sometimes referred to as
the uptown edition of the Communist Daily Worker," noted the Tribune story.
The Murray bill would have
taken 12 percent of the nation's
payroll each year and used it to build
a colossal state insurance fund designed to cover everyone from the
moment of their birth until the day
they died.
And how's this for deja vu: "The
publicity drive, as paced by PM, is
designed to smear the medical profession by impugning the motives of
physicians who oppose the plan and
of the national physicians' committee for extension of medical service.
which has charged that passage of
the bill would destroy the effectiveness of medical services in the
United States." Are these not the
same arguments used in conjunction
with the Clinton health care plan'
In 1943, the National Physicians'
Committee asked, "Do you want
medical care for the sick to be

provided by bureaucrats or doctors?" The bill would have limited
the number of patients any one
doctor could have.
Democratic Sen. Robert Wagner
of New York, one of the bill's
sponsors, insisted doctors would
have a choice of coming in or
staying out of the federal system
(such a choice technically might be
available under the Clinton plan,but
practically unfeasible since most
patients will be herded into the
medical equivalent of collective
farms, or "regional alliances").
The bill was never passed, but as
essence and the strategy for persuading a wary medical profession

arid a suspicious public have been
updated by Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Why has Mrs. Clinton consistently
attacked doctors and those who
develop lifesaving and life-enhancing drugs? It is because of the class
warfare she and the President are
waging on "the rich," whom they
see as the trot of all evil. And it is to
direct enough anger at and distrust
of doctors so that most people will
believe the government will penalize medical professionals for making too much money, yet encourage
them to magically maintain, outside
of market forces, the same quality of
CWT.
Most of the statistics used in an

Attention Washington!
US, REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building. Washington D.C. 213515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (wad:anion)
US. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Bandana, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Padveah) or 202-224-2541 (Washistpoa)

attempt to persuade us that there is a
health care "crisis" are misleading.
According to the Employee Benefit
Research Institute, a nonpartisan,
nonprofit public policy research
organization in Washington,83 percent of non-elderly Amencans and
99 percent of elderly Americans
(aged 65 and over) were covered by
either public or private health insurance in 1992.
It is politically powerful and heart
wrenching to read, as the Presideni
did, a single letter (or a thousand
letters) from someone who suffers
because of an ailment he cannot
afford to have treated. But the
answer is not to provide universal
minimal guaranteed care to everyone — that simply lowers the
quality of care for those with afflictions more serious than a general
practitioner can treat.
In his response to the President's
State of the Union, Sen. Bob Dole
(R-Kan.) ought to have listed several programs that the government
administers poorly, starting with
welfare. Then he should have said
that the same people who brought us
welfare now want to bring us health
care. Only a real sucker would fall
for such a scam a second time.
Most Americans are compassion.
ate people who want to see the less
fortunate cared for. But the Clinton
health plan, like its failed ancestor
in 1943, wants to nationalize, socialize and thereby harm the greatest health ere system in the world.
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MELISSA JOHNSTON'S MOTHER, FAN', CALLED THIS
MORNING TO SAY that her daughter's book bag, reported stolen
here yesterday, has been found and returned. Of special importance
in the bag was her picture album containing pictures of her pets she
has had through the years plus a homecoming picture and pictures
of her senior friends. Melissa is a senior at Calloway County High
School and is the daughter of Fay and Eddie Johnston. Fay said she
appreciated the help from friends in having the hag returned.
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Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Feb. 6, at 2 p.m, in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Velvaleen Burkeen at 753-6979 or Jamie Fields at
753-9450. The public is invited to attend these events.,
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Single Too plans meeting
Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Feb. 5, and Monday,
Feb. 7. The group will meet Saturday at 6 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go eat at Majestic Steakhouse at Draffenville and then to
Di's Music Barn at Benton. On Monday the group will meet at
Louie's Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. to plan March activities. This will
also be Dues Night. This is a support and social group for all single
men and women whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. "If you are single and have the winter blues and no
where to go, come to our meetings to hear speakers and make new
friends," a group member said. For more information call Celia,
753-6078, Wynonna, 753-7845, or Sandy, 753-0817.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL Class of 1963 held its 30-year reunion recently at the Executive Inn,
Paducah. Pictured, from left, bottom row, Jere Brandon Hendrick, Katie Dill West, Jeanette Cooper Osborn,
Evy Cain Goddard, Patricia B Burkeen, Lula Green Evans, Linda Johnston Hendrick, Darlene Miller Hale,
Rhonda Ahart Smith, Martha Perkins Farris, Della Taylor Boggess. Judy Simmons Turner, Patricia Key Knott;
second row, Julya Paschall Stone, Dwight Hargis. Patricia Lee Dalton, Diana Hoke Bennett, Sheila Smith
Childress, Donna Stone Russell. Gall Treas Parker, Frances Burton Wilkerson, Linda Darnell Duncan. Mary
Beth Bazzell Hays. Betty Jones Lawrence: third row. Charles Oldham, Max Hughes, David Kingins, Joe Ed
Fulcher, Don Hale, Jimmy Rickman, Barbara Brandon Rickman, Brownie Jones, Janice Perry Taylor, Kenneth
Starks, Bobby Taylor, Patsy Sears Hale, Janice Paschall Boyd, Charles Duncan, Marilyn Duncan Oldham,
Larry Smith and Timmy Anderson: back row, John Thomas Bucy, Frances Arnold Gallion, Jesse Arnold, Rob
Walston, Frances Colson Faith, Keith Hays, Rob Enoch, John Grogan, Gerald Collins, Eddie Hale, and Max
Parks and Megin. Present, but not pictured, were Max Workman and Ada Beth McCuiston Geurin.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church will observe Baptist Men's Day on
Sunday. Feb. 6. A ham breakfast with the men of the church preparing it will be served at 8:45 p.m. The men will also speak at the
6 p.m. worship service. The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m, service on Sunday.

Seventh-day services on Saturday
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will have 'worship services in its new building on Saturday. Feb. 5. Worship will be at 9
a.m., Personal Ministries at 10 a.m. and Sabbath School at 10:15
a.m.

Eastwood plans special classes
Eastwood Baptist Church will have Men's and Ladies' _Leadership classes during the 10 a.m. Sunday School hour each Sunday in
February. Mildred Lassiter, Pam Treas, Julia Graves and Libby
Conley will be speakers. Worship services will be at II a.m. and 6
p.m. Sunday with the Rev. Timothy N. Huffman as speaker.
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St. John Church plans ordination
An ordination service for Fred Johnson and Elroy Payne as deacons will be Sunday, Feb. 6, at 2:30 p.m. at St. John Missionary
Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. A. Taylor and his congregation
from Union Grove church at Puryear. Tenn., will be special guests.
The Rev. Leroy Brent of Fairview Baptist Church, Mayfield, will
assist. The public is invited.
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North Calloway Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday, Feb. 7, at 5:30 p.m. at the school.
Agenda items will include food service, family resource, elections,
and design team reports. The Policy Committee will meet at 3:15
p.m. Monday at Calloway Board office.
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Murray Masonic Lodge plans meeting
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will have
work in the third degree on Monday, Feb. 7, at the Masonic Hall. A
potluck dinner will be set up at 6:30 p.m. with the work to begin at
7:30 p.m. The Lakeland degree team will be doing the work. All
Master Masons should be present, according to R. Harmon, past
master, and Julian Rogers, present master.
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Retired Teachers plan meeting
Calloway County Retired Teachers' Association will hold its
first 1994 meeting on Monday, Feb. 7, at 1 p.m. at Murray State
Expo Center on College Farm Road. Presenting the program will be
the Calloway County Middle School Chorus which performed
recently for the Kentucky Music Educators convention. Nell Earwood is director. CCRTA President Vanda Gibson urges all members and other retired educational personnel of Calloway, Murray
and Murray State systems to attend.
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Deltas change meeting plans
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
Feb. 12, at 11 a.m. at Pagliai's. Members are asked to note the
change in date and place from that listed in the program book.
Donna Herndon, director of Family Resource Center, will present
the program. Hostesses will be Ruth E. Cole, Georgia Adams and
Clarice Sparkman.
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Sam Burrage to speak to seniors
Sam Burrage of WPSD-TV, Paducah, will present a program on
"Black History" on Monday, Feb. 7, at 10 a.m, for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens at Weaks Community Center.
Also on Monday, a new "Body Recall" exercise class will begin at
1:30 p.m.

Ginger Crouch
on Honor Roll

pfr•

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — Ginger
Elizabeth Crouch has been named
to the Honor Roll at Rhodes College, Memphis.
A graduate of Murray High
School, Crouch is a first year student at Rhodes.
She is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Richard H. Crouch of
Murray.
To be considered for the Honor
Roll, a student must be enrolled
in at least 13 credit hours of
academic work and must achieve
a semester grade point average of
3,85 or better

Saturday. Feb. 5

Friday, Feb. 4

Murray State University Board of
Murray State University Board Of
Regents in committees/3 pm
Regenrsd.9 a m Wells Hall
Hazel Contoropen 10 am .2 pm lor
Murray State University basketball
senior citizens' activities
doubleheader with Eastern Kentucky.
Walks Center/open 8 am -4 p m 'for
Lady Racers. 5 30 p m
and
senior citizens
activities
Racers/7 45 pin Racer Arena
'
Breakfast/8 30 a m
AGR Fraternity at Murray State UniCountry Dance/Hardin Community
versity hclding used farm implement
Centet/7.30 _p m
consignment auction/West Kentucky
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Exposition Center Info'762-9011
Club.7 pm /National Guard Armory
Murray High School Freshman Boys
Bingo Play+7 p m at Wishing Well.
basketball team hosts Marshall
Aurora, for Jonathan-Aurora Action
County 1 pm
Group Public invited
Jackson Purchase Republicans/9
AA and
p m /open to
a m /Hall Hotel Restaurant, Mayfield
newcomers/American Legion Building
Temple Lodge No 276 Free and
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Accepted Masons 7 p m lodge hall
Info.753-8136 or 435-4314
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
pm /American Legion building, South
Eastern Star/7 30 pm lodge hall at
Sixth and Maple ,Streets
Aurora
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Main Street Youth Center,205 North
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Fourth St "open /6-11 p m Info:
Line Dancing-8 pm -midnight
753-TEEN
Main Street Youth Center 205 North
Korean Bible Studra p m /First PreFourth Si /open 5 to 11 pm Into
sbyterian Church
753-TEEN
First United Methodist Church Senior
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Adult Choir/11 a m
and
open 10 a m to 2 p m Admission free
Fellowship/12 15 pm
Sunday, Feb. 6
Calloway County High School Laker Parish Convocation+1 p m ,St Leo
Band hosts chili supper/4 30-6
Catholic Church Parish Center
pm /school cafeteria Public invited
Info/753-1391
Calloway County High School lakers Preliminary Town and Country
host basketball games with Murray
Pageant/Curris Center, Murray State
High with Varsity Boys/6 p m and VarInfo/1-901-587-2630
sity Girls/7 pm
District tot VFW and Auxiliaries/lunch
Calloway County Middle School at 1 p m , meeting at 2,p m /Kentucky
Eighth Grade Boys' basketball game
Lake Post 1084, Benton
at Paducah Tilghman/6 pm
First Presbyterian Church events
Dance featuring Stanley Walker include Korean worship/4 p m
Band/8 pm ,/Murray Moose Lodge
Land Between the Lakes events
Wrath., West Kentucky Museum/
include 'A Day With the Eagles
open 830 am to 12 30 pm and 1 30
tours.09 30 a m !Nature Center
to 430 p.m
.Info/1-502-924-1309

Toastmasters hold meeting
By PAMELA DAWES
Chapter General Evaluator
Purchase Area Toastmasters
President Gary Ruppel opened
one of the first meetings of the
new year with pizni. The meeting was well-attended by members and guests. •
The Rev. Fil Boston was the
toastmaster and a featured speaker for the eventing. His wellprepared and delivered speech,
"Apply Your Skills," was number
seven in a series of 12 speeches
to fulfill his distinguished speaker's title. His speech was succinctly evaluated by Barbara
Frank of Mayfield.
Jeanne Firming, grammarian,
shared the word "Footless" which
several of the members worked
into their oratories during the
evening.
In dedication to Hillary Clinton's Health Cre Reform, Poetmaster Betty Boston read "The
Walrus and the Carpenter" by

Intersection (R)

Philadelphia (PG13)

1:30 4:00 7:05 9:35

1:30 3:30 7:15 9:15

1:30 3:50 7:00 9:20

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Matinees Saturday
and Sunday Only

OViEG TO GO
Hard Target
Rook lo of the Y.'
The Co noh ooid•
firm II o. ma.

p

Sunday, Feb. 6
AA and Al-Anomclosed meetings,9
a m and 4 p m /American Legion
Building. South Sixth and
Maple/Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
RA Chili Supper by Grades 1 to
6/scheduled 5 30-6 p m /First Baptist
Church fellowship Hall

Cory Don Rutland

Due to January's inclement weather
Pier l's January Clearance has been
extended thru Sunday. Feb. 6th.

•

NOW SAVE

75%

+

OFF
REG,
PRICES

On All Items Remaining On Our

SALE TABLES!
Pielli
cliiiii(r
University Plaza
Chestnut St.
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Murray. KY.

(0111POr
1

Lewis Carroll.
Topic Master Bill Leach's
question involved a timely topic
and generated a variety of
impromptu responses from the
members.
Ethel Jackson stayed busy during the evening as the ah counter.
Larry Doyle kept an eye on the
clock as time-keeper.
There was a tie for the "Best
Impromptu Speaker of the Evening" between Betty Boston and.
Gary Ruppel.
Toastmasters meets twice
monthly in Murray. The purpose
of the regional group is to, provide a positive support and n a
structured program for public
speaking development and
enhancement.
The next meeting will be Monday, Feb. 7, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's
Restaurant meeting room in
Murray.
For more 'information about the
ToastmastFrs program, call
751-8863.

Tombstone (R)

Ace Ventura:
Pet Detective (PG13)

Cory Don Rutland was honored on his founh birthday with a
party on Friday evening. Jan. 28,
at the home of his paternal grandparents, Don and Leta Rutland.
"Barney and Baby Bop" was
the theme. A Barney shaped
cake, ice cream, hot dogs and
beverages were served to the 16
guests present.
Children attending were
Jeremy Miller, Scottie Haskins,
Coby Lyell, Jo Beth Scott and
Shana Scott.
Cory was honored at another
party on Saturday evening, Jan.
29, at the home of his maternal
grandparents, Ernie and Mary
Sheridan.
Cory is the son of Jamie Rutland and Linda Rutland. He is the
great-grandson of Mrs. Eliiabeth
flaneline and Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Treas, and the great-greatgrandson of Mrs. Ruby Treas and
the late Mrs. Letie Hopkins,
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Cory Rutland
is honored

1:30 3:30 7:15 9:15

Grumpy Old
Men aq.)

Prom Dresses and Bridal Attire
Mother's Dresses and up
Bridesmaid Dresses
To 60% Off

+- Memories '
BRIDA1. AND FORMAL- WEAR
COLONIAL SOUARE 1209 PARIS ROAD MAYFIELD, KV • 2474717
(Loomed in Merle Norman) KERt OAVIS, Caviler
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Alma Randolph to sing in gospel
program Feb. 6 at Lovett Auditorium

DEATHS

Owensboro's Alma Randolph, a
gospel singer gaining national
prominence, will headline a gospel
program Sunday, Feb. 6. Randolph
will be joined by Voices of Praise.
Murray State University's student
gospel ensemble.
The concert is being held at 6
p m in Lovett Auditorium in conjunction with Black History Month.
Some of Randolph's most publicued performances have come during political events. In 1988, she
performed at a rally for then-vice
presidential candidate Lloyd Bentsen.
Three years later, she sang at
Gov. Brenton Jones Inauguration.
In 1992 she sang "God Bless
America" during the Democratic
National Convention at New York's
Madison Square Garden, where she
appeared on the program with for-

Jack H. Clendenon

Mrs. Mary Olga Taylor

Mrs. Mary Olga Taylor. 99, Almo. died Thursday at 5'15 p.m. at
Jack H. Clendenon, 75. Rockford, III., died Wednesday at 12:53
West Vie* Nursing Home. Murray.
a.m. there.
She was preceded in death by her husband, T.W. Taylor. on Jan. 30,
Retired from Modern Suspensions of Rockford, he was a painter
1972; one daughter, Sarah Alice Taylor in 1934; and one son, Cecil B.
and formerly employed by Hudson Oil. He had previously worked for
Taylor in 1987.
Tennessee Valley Authority helping to build Kentucky Dam.
Mrs. Taylor was a member of Almo Church of Christ. Born Feb. 1,
He was married Nov. 4, 1939, to the former Rubena Coursey who
1895, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late William
died in 1993. Born Nov. 4, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son
A. Beach and Alice Wright Beach.
of the late Otho Clendenon and Ura Taylor Clendenon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Paula Johnson, Paducah; five
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Johnson and husband,
grandchildren, Barry Johnson and wife, Mary Gail, Murray. Mrs.
Paul, Plainfield. Ind., and Mrs. Jackie Grubb and husband. Jackie,
Tammie Newberry and husband, Terry, Paducah. Joe Dan Taylor and
Roscoe, Ill.; one son, Charles Clendenon, Rockford; three grandwife, Belinda, Almo, Mrs. Cella Clearwood and husband. Mike, Billdaughters, Lynn Webb, Kimberly and Amy Grubb; one sister, Mrs.
ings, Mont., and Mrs. Wanda Roberts and husband. Heyward, Myrray;
Mary Olga Coursey, Almo; several nieces and nephews; special
nine great-grandchildren, Josh, Joel and Kristin Johnson, Andrew,
ofriend, Tom Baker. Roscoe.
Alma Randolph
Travis and Kara Taylor, Chae Clearwood. and John Mark and Christi
Visitation was at Delehanty Funeral Home Ltd., Loves Park. III., on
mer president Jimmy Caner, the
Roberts.
Rev. Jesse Jackson and Aretha Thursday.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. ChurThe funeral will he Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Franklin.
chill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts will officiate. Burial
Cemetery between
Randolph, born in Beaver Dam, Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Stewart
will follow in Almo Cemetery.
has also performed at a benefit Almo and Dexter.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Saturday. Masonic
concert in St. Thomas, Virgin Is(Friday).
lands, and at the Archbishop's Pa- rites will be at 7 p.m. Saturday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memonals to Brig.
lace in Olomouc, Czech Republic.
When asZed,"How
Before turning to a career in Gunnar Erickson at Rockford Salvation Army Temple, Rockford, III.
music, Randolph was involved in
The funeral for Mrs. Thelma Morgan is today at 2 p.m. in the
long do you spend
politics in a more direct way. In the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Tim Cole and the
reading the newspaearly 1980s, Randolph had the disRev. Heyward Roberts arc officiating. Burial will follow in Union
Bob Keith Eaker, 61, Blanc Drive, Hopkinsville. died Wednesday at
per?" 82 percent of
tinction of being the first woman Jennie Stuart
Ridge Cemetery.
Medical Center there. His, death was from an apparent
elected to the Beaver Dam City
Mrs. Morgan, 73. Benton, died Wednesday at Britthaven Nursing
daily readers said they
heart attack.
Commission and the first African
Home, Benton.
He was supervisor of Student Teachers at Austin Peay State Universpend 16 to 60 minutes,
American to hold a political office
Survivors include her husband, George Lathe! Morgan; three
sity, Clarksville, Tenn., and was a retired educator for Christian Counor more; and 73 percent
in the history of Ohio County. This
daughters, Mrs. Anita Chandler, Gilbensville, Mrs. Nora Davis, Nashty School Systems. He was a member and chairman of the deacons of
feat
landed
her
on
the
nationallyville, Tenn., and Mrs. Deena Beard, Louisville; three sons, Norman
of the weekly newspaHenderson Memorial Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
televised religious program "The
Morgan, St. Louis, Mo., John R. Morgan, Benton, and David R. MorOne grandson, Damon Keith Eaker, died in 1992. Born May 13,
per readers spend 16 to
700 Club" in 1983.
gan, Hardin; one brother, Nathaniel Morgan, Dallas, Texas; 17 grand1932.
in
Calloway
County,
he
was
the
son
of
the
late
Bryan
Eaker
and
60 minutes or more.
Since 1991, Randolph has rechildren; eight great-grandchildren.
leased two recordings, with plans Irene Armstrong Eaker.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentuay. 1991
Survivors
include
his
wife,
Mrs.
Ann
Miller
Eaker;
one
daughter,
Ihe Preston Group, Lexington. Ky
for a third release this spring.
Mrs. Leigh Ann Reynolds and husband, Bruce, Crofton; two sons,
The concert is free and the public
Donald Keith Eaker, Cincinnati, Ohio. and William Bryan Faker,
is invited to attend.
Franklin; two grandchildren.
Mr. Eaker is survived locally by two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Reba Fain
Investments Since 1854.
and Mrs. Janice Miller, and three brothers-in-law, James, Ferrell and
Dan Miller, all of Calloway County.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Hughan &
For students interested in an
stay closer to home, several camps
Beard Funeral Home, Hopkinsville. The Rev. Douglas Anderson will
exciting alternative to summer emin the state will have booths at the
Door Jones Ind. Axg.....___.-3.94
officiate.
Prices
as
of 9 a.m.
„ DJIA Previous Close..-.-3967.66
ployment, Murray State University
fair. Pitman said the Woodmen of
Burial
will
follow
in
Green
Hill
Memorial
Baptist
Church
Cemet14
-194
•
14
K-Mart...
Air Products.
.4914
has come to the rescue.
the World's summer camp,the Ken594 tine KU Energy ......_.-.--.-.-.28 sac ery, Hopkinsville.
•')i T & TMurray State's Placement Office, tucky Sheriffs Boys' and Girls'
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 'to 8 p.m.' today
mac
.594 « 14 Kroger
Bell South.
in conjunction with the department
Ranch,Camp Bear Creek Girl Scout
-3814 • '4 (Friday).
- 14 L G & E..
Briggs &
of health, physical education and
Camp and various 4-H camps
-2.3 • 14
Bristol Myers Squibb..5714 • 14 Mattel
recreation, is sponsoring its annual
throughout the state will be rep601/3 '4
CBT Corp. Ky.*.......42B 4.31/IA McDonalds.
Summer Job Fair from 10 a.m. to 4
resented.
3614 - 1/.
62'4 .. 34 Merck
Chrysler
p.m. Feb. 7 in the Curris Center
Pitman said the camps offer a
J.C. Penney..
- 53'4 uric
.31'4
Dean Foods.
ballroom.
variety of opportunities for stuServices for Leroy Walter Moodey will be Saturday at 10 a.m, in
251/3B 27A
14 Peoples
The fair will give students the
dents, ranging from working with
.647/1 • "11 the chapel of Herr Funeral Home, Collinsville, Ill. The Rev. Hodshire
-70 + '4 Quaker Oats
Ford Motor.
Schering-Plough...-...-.-.631/s Met will officiate. Burial will. follow' in Lakeview Memorial Gardens, Fair- ' opportunity to meet with represenunderprivileged children to those
xrao General Electric ......
51i4 1/. view, Ill.
tatives from summer camps with stax.ial physical and mental
General Motors......_....694 « '4 Sears
+
Goodrich .........................._43 • 1/. Texaco.........
throughout the country. These rep- needs. She said there will also be
Friends may call at Herr Funeral Home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
...471/3 • 1/. Time irk'arner..--.-.-. 39/1 'ha (Friday).
Gmmbear..
resentatives will provide informa- opportunities to work at private
I B M
tion on varying degrees of summer camps.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
27'4 • ge
1
4 unc Wal-Mart
Ingersoll Rand
311/
employment and internships. RepMr. Moodey, 78, New Concord, died Wednesday at 8:50 p.m. at
"Working at a summer camp can
1-1,1!inni Lyons ts a marks! maker In this stock
resentatives of the National ScoutMurray-Calloway County Hospital. He had been a resident of CalloUP4C price unchanged
be an enriching experience, full of
ing Museum will also be on hand.
way
County
since
1985.
Hilliard Lyons
increased responsibilities and beauAccording to Martha Pitman, the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bessie Duban Moodey; one
Court Square
tiful surroundings," Piunan said. "It
fair's coordinator,approximately 30
daughter, Mrs. Sandra Sue Gros, Granite City, Ill.; two sons, Leroy
Murray, KY 42071
takes a special kind of person to help
camps from the surrounding states
(502) 753-3366
Val Moodey, Edwardsville, Ill., and David Elliott Moodey, Loveland,
educate and teach children social
plus Michigan.Ohio,New York and
Colo.; one sister, Mrs. Edith Lorraine Spencer, Browns, Ill.; six
skills."
Our Best Investment Is You.
Pennsylvania have so far commiued
grandchildren.
• ..1r..11,e, S.%I •••el VP•
to the fair. Pitman said others may
For more information on the
be added as well.
Summer Job Fair, crontaCt Pitman at
For students who feel the need to 762-3735.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary Valentine will be Saturday at 11 a.m, in
the chapel of Holly Springs Funeral Home, Holly Springs, Miss. Burial will follow in Slayden Cemetery there.
by Deanna
Friends may call at the funeral home there after 4:30 p.m. today
$3500
Full Set of Acrylic Nails
(Friday).
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
Fill Ins
$15' Manicures .. $1000
Kentucky Transportation ('a. conditions, etc. "We're hoping that
Mrs. Valentine, 87, Slayden, Miss., died Wednesday at 5:15 p.m. at
Nails so natural look, there's no need for polish.
bindChief District Engineer for the 800 number will provide a more
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Hugh Valentine,
"Guarantoad Nava
,to Turn Ystilow"
highway district one John Puryear economical,efficient avenue for the
died in 1985.
A.'so
specializing rrt Nadi An
has announced that a toll-free tele- citizens of the district who have
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Marilyn Dill, Murray; two
phone line has been installed at the concerns or questions," Puryear
grandsons, Chris Dill, Murray, and David Dill and wife, Ashley,
Paducah office to assist in providing said. "After all, our job is to serve
Nashville,
one
Tenn.;
sister,
Mrs.
Meridith
Myers,
Memphis,
Tenn.;
1304 Chestnut
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
753-7132
improved customer service to citi- the public and we want to provide
one brother, Verba Carpenter, West Memphis. Ark.
zens of the twelve-county area in- timely and accurate information
concerning the transportation accluding Calloway County.
Citizens outside of McCracken tivities in our district"
The toll-free number went into
County can dial the number to
receive assistance and information affect January 28. The new number
regarding highway projects, per- is 800-338-4283.
mits, construcuon procedures, road

6tayinig Power

Mrs. Thelma Morgan

Bob Keith Eaker

Placement office sponsors
Summer Job Fair Feb. 7

,04

Stock Market Report

Leroy Walter Moodey
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Mrs. Mary Valentine

Nail- Designs=

Toll-free hotline established to
assist in improved customer service

The Beauty Box

SUBSCRIBE

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 9-Noon
Salo Items Cash 9 Carry
Good Thru 24174

/MYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450
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With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1994 Murray State Racers!
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"Ihe Game

The Squad

After an 81-74 in on Wednesday over
Southeast Missouri, the Murray State Racers face
Eastern Kentucky.
Tipoff is set for 7145 p.m. CST. All Murray
State basketball games are broadcast on the Racer
Sports Network, flagship station WBLN (103.7).
Neal Bradley and Sam Rickman call the action.

Pits.
G
G
F
F
F

The Racers
The Racers are 15-4 and 8-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference after Wednesday's victory over
Southeast Missouri. Marcus Brown scored 20 points,
including 11 in the last 4:1110 secure the win.
Marcus Brown leads the Racers at 17.8,
while Marcus Jones averages 13.5 points per contest.
Cedric Gumm averages 12.7 ppg and Antwan Hoard
averages 10.2. In OVC play, William Moore averages
10.3 points per game.
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The Colonels
The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs, electronic fuel
injection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems

Cunningham Aga
Auto
Re lair fir

The Colonels ar10-9 overall and 6-3 in the
()VC. Eastern Kentucky is coming off an 87-78 win
on Jan. 29 against Morehead State.
John Allen leads the Colonels at 15.1 points
per game, while DeMarcus Doss averages 13.6 and
Arlando Johnson averages 12.7 points per contest for
the Colonels.
Eastern Kentucky is coached by Mike
Calhoun.

McClard's

Probable starting lineup for Murray Smite:
• 1993-94
Na tistDC
12.7 ppg
Cedric Gumm 16-0, Sr.)
4
17 It ppg
Marcus Brown (6-3, So.)
5
6 5 ppg
14 Jerry Wilson (6-7, Sr)
7 5 ppg
25 Lawrence Russell (6-4. Sr.)
Iii 2 ppg
20 Antwan Hoard (6-6, Sr.)

Otrthe bench:
Mune 1.1113.•Al)
Kenneth Ta)lor (5-10, Sol
Michael James (6-8, Sr.)
Vincent Rainey (6-4, Fr.)
Antoine Teague (6-10, Sr.)
William Moore (6-0, Jr.)
Marcus Jones(6-3, Sr.)
Nathan Howard (5-11, Fr.)
Jarrod Martin (5-11, Fr.)

199344
4.4 ppg
4.6 ppg
4.6 ppg
6.4 ppg
9.0 PVC
13.5 ppg
4.0 ppg
2.3 ppg

753-9132
BEFORE THE GAME
Daily Specials
60 Item Food & Sundae Bar
USDA Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE.?
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Alr Center, Murray
753-0440

The Coach
Scott Edgar is 50-29(.632) overall in his
third season as head coach of the Murray State
Racers, including a 30-9 (.769) record in OVC play.
The 1992 OVC Coach ofthe Year. Edgar spent 11
seasons under Nolan Richardson at Arkansas and at
Tulsa. He is a 1978 graduate of PittsburghJohnstown.

The History
The Racers lead the series 68-52, and scored
a 79-72 win over the Colonels earlier this year.
Marcus Brown scored 20 points to lead the
Racers, while Jerry Wilson had 10 rebounds. John
Allen led Eastern Kentucky with 15 points.

Trans-Tune Special
'FREE Road Teat
'band adjuatment
,If applicable,
'Linkage Adjusted
•Throttle Presaure
Checked
Fluid
'New Pan Gasket
'('lean Filter
if applicable/
'Filter Extra
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(k.r.d S bud Ian. • f Pftclucal • IN urn.

4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

MOIL-Fri I

619 S.

Bar-B-Q Ribs
Pond Raised
Catfish Fillets
, Fried Chicken
Food Bar
Salad Bar
Dessert Bar
•
.,• . Includes Drink
Place Ain't Fancy...
But Sho Is Good Food.

Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0045

Good Luck
Racers!

4, 104

11141.116
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LUMBER COMPANY

104 Maple St. • 753-3161

a_sn.•5 p.m.

200 N. Oh • Murray

TJ's Friday &
Saturday Night Buffet

from
1110▪ 04

9
753-6577

TRANSMISSION

Vincent Rainey
6-4, Fr., F
Memphis, Tenn.

Racer's

CCoastal Mart
753-0858

1000 Chestnut St. • Murray

About Vincent:
Vincent is a talented freshman from
Memphis, Tenn. Ile currently averages 4.6 points
per game, and 1.8 rebounds a contest. Vincent is
a quick, slashing player who has a great future as
a Racer. He led Memphis Fairley to a 37-1
record and a state championship last year, and
was picked as one of the top 10 players in the
state by USA Today.
He picked the Racers over Big Eight and
Big Ten schools.
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GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!
FORD

MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Makita

701 Main St. • (502)753-5273

Power Tools
111

Best of Luck

Norsworthy Building
Supply & Cabinetry

UNDERHILL
MOTOR SALES

*Specialize In Kitchen &
Bath Designs & Installation
*Formica & Cohan Tops
*Interior Doors
*Exterior Doors
*Moldings
*Stair Parts

611 SUPER SHE

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY
IS A GOOD AGENT

"Service is our business"

"Over 45 Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
Fast Main 753-3540

Hwy. 121 South • Murray

753-3669

759-1007

Randall & Joyce Underhill

1918 Coldwater Road
Murray

14%-. 40b
0

We'd like to have
the opportunity to
show you what we
mean with quality
protection and service Call us today
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Go
Racers
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Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas
Ky. Lottery

Where every foot
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SPORTS
Tar Heels topple No. 1 Duke
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
CHAPEL HILL N.C. (AP) — North Carolina gave
Duke the old 1-2.
The second-ranked Tar Heels beat No. I Duke 89-78
Thursday night, and all the pregame indications of a
double-digit victory for North Carolina were right on the
money.
The Blue Devils became the fifth consecutive No. 1
team to lose a game this season. Duke was the last topranked team to visit the Smith Center, and it lost that
game too.
The previous four meetings of these rivals were all
won by the home team by at least 10 points.
Need we say more?
"I liked it" North Carolina freshman Rasheed Wal-

lace said of his first Duke-Carolina game, which was also
the first time these schools met while holding the top two
rankings. "I'll be here four more years to play a lot of
Duke games."
His first was close until the Tar Heels (18-3, 6-2
Atlantic Coast Conference) broke it open with a 15-3 run
in the second half to take a 59-48 lead with 12:35 to
play. Duke (15-2, 6-2) never got closer than six points
the rest of the way as North Carolina played a near flawless floor game !eel by point guards Derrick Phelps and
Jeff McInnis.
Phelps, the senior starter, had 18 points, while McInnis, his freshman backup, had eight. Each had six assists
and neither was charged with a turnover.
"Phelps was just sensational and McInnis did a very

good job," North Carolina coach Dean Smith said. "I
thought our defense was very sharp at the beginning of
the second half, which was the turning point for us. Our
backcourt did a marvelous job. They had assists, they
handled the ball and they didn't turn it over."
Phelps also was responsible for covenng Duke's Grant
Hill, who finished with 20 points and five assists.
"It was tough assignment for me. I'm not used to
playing against anybody that tall," said the 6-foot-4
Phelps, who gave away four inches. "He's stronger than
me. 1 Just try to keep him in front of me."
Hill scored half of his points in the final three minutes
of the first I vs. 2 matchup since top-ranked UNLV beat
Arkansas 112-105 on Feb. 10, 1991.
• See Page 9

`Ice Follies'
Portland's newest trailblazers
botched up attack on Kerrigan
By BOB BAUM
AP Spoils Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
About the only person who
used his head in the scheme to
attack Nancy Kerrigan was hit
man Shane Stant. Trapped by a
chained exit door at the ice arena where he had just whacked
Kerrigan in the knee, he
escaped by butting his way
through a plexiglass window.
For a conspiracy that rocked
the world of international
sports, the plotters turned out to
be a remarkably hapless and
inept band of amateurs.
They made phone calls from
their own homes. Stayed in
motels under their own names.
Used their own credit cards.
Astonishingly, recorded their
plotting on tape.
For a brief time, while investigators and reporters feverishly
speculated that the attacker
might be a deranged Kerrigan
fan, the three men who carried

out the attack gloated over the
riches they felt certain would
come their way.
"They did it ... for the
rewards that would follow by
being the world bodyguard service to the stars," said Ron
Hoevet, the lawyer for Tonya
Harding's former husband, Jeff
Gillooly.
Gillooly, for his part, was
primarily motivated by outrage
at the low scores awarded Harding at a skating event in Japan
in December and his conviction
that the U.S. Figure Skating
Association favored Kerrigan,
according to his statements to
officials.
All four men charged in the
case have confessed to their
parts in the crime. Gillooly,
who pleaded guilty to racketeering, said Harding was in on it
from the start. Harding insisted
she learned of the plot only
after she returned from her victory in the U.S. championships

Murray State's Pate chosen
to manage Pan-African team
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State track and field coach Wayne Pate has been selected
as one of the team managers for the United States Track & Field
team in the prestigious Pan-African Meet this summer.
The Pan-African Meet is one of six events that USA track teams
will be involved in this summer as part of their Olympic development efforts, including the World Cup, World Junior Championships, Goodwill Games, USA-Great Britain Outdoor and USA.
Great Britain Indoor,
Ken Shannon of the University of Washington will serve as head
coach of the Pan-African Meet, while Purdue University coach
Mike Poehlcin will serve as assistant coach. Helio Rico of New
York and Pate will serve as managers.
"It's certainly an honor," Pate said of his selection. "Anytime
you get the chance to be a part of a national team, it's an honor.
It's a recognition that you're doing something right. I'm glad somebody realizes what we're doing at Murray State."
The spot also gives Pate a chance to get involved in the USA
national track program — which could pay off in the future.
"If you want to be an Olympic coach, this is the formula you
have to use," said Pate.
Pate, 35, is in his second year as coach of the men's and
women's track and field teams at Murray State. He also serves as
head coach of the Murray State cross country team. He came to
Murray State after spending six years as an assistant coach at
Texas.

A.1 GUTTERS

in Detroit, where Kerrigan was
assaulted just six weeks before
the Olympics in Lifichammer,
Norway.
A look at Gillooly's henchmen, called "the three
stooges" by District Attorney
Michael Schrunk:
— Shawn Eckardt, Gillooly's
310-pound friend, who calls
himself a bodyguard and makes
outlandish claims about his
experience in unconventional
warfare and surveillance.
According to his boasts, Eckardt, now 26, would have been
16 when he was supposedly
supervising protection activities
for a Swiss corporation by
training agents in counterterrorism and coordinating
intelligence.

Buddy
System
Phoenix hires
talkative Ryan
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — By
definition, "Buddyball"
should be an improvement on
what Phoenix Cardinals fans
have been watching since
1988.
"He's a winner," Phoenix
owner Bill Bidwill said Thursday after hinng Buddy Ryan
as the team's new general
manager and coach.
Bidwill said he never discussed Ryan's scrapes with
Philadelphia Eagles owner
Norman Braman or Ryan's
punch at Houston offensive
coordinator Kevin Gilbride on
the sidelines of last season's
New York Jets-Oilers game.
"I'm more concerned with
winning football games, and
that's what Buddy Ryan can
do for us," Bidwill said.
Ryan, who last month completed his 24th year of NFL
coaching as Houston's defensive coordinator, was given a
dual role because of the NFL's
new collective-bargaining system, which includes a salary
cap. The Cardinals have been
without a genefral manager
since Larry Wilson resigned
Dec.
Aside
l4 benefit might be to
prevent friction.
"I think Buddy the coach
thinks Buddy the general manager is a pretty good fellow,''
Bidwill said.
The owner, who set a nine
victory goal for coach Joe
Bugel a year ago and then fired him Jan. 24 after a 7-9 finish, said Ryan imposes his
own ultimatums.

•See Pege 9
Tonya Healing, left, and Nancy Mingen, right, have had an Interesting
winter.

•See Page 9

NBA

Ellis bombs Cavs from outside
Spurs gunner
hits 3-pointers
By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Pay too little attention to David
Robinson and he'll destroy you.
Pay too much attention to Robinson and Dale Ellis will destroy
you.
While Cleveland's defense
harassed Robinson into 6-for-22
shooting Thursday night, Ellis
scored 31 points and made the
winning three-point play with 4.2
seconds left as the San Antonio
Spurs beat the Cavaliers 98-97.
"The guys found me for some
nice looks on the perimeter,"
Ellis said. "I had some shots that
were pretty much uncontested.''

Ellis sank all four of his
3-point attempts, adding a foul
shot after one of them for a rare
4-point play midway through the
fourth quarter.
But his biggest basket came at
the end, when he took a pass
from Robinson and sank a layup
while getting fouled by John Williams. The free throw put the
Spurs ahead 98-97, and they held
on for their fifth consecutive
victory.
"We were trying to get the
ball inside to David for an easy
basket," Ellis said. "They were
so aware of me coming off picks
to take the jump shot, I was able
to slip back door for the easy
look and David found me wide
open underneath the basket."
Ellis, who made 10 of 13
shots, has averaged 30.6 points
over the last three games.
The Spurs have won 16 of 19

Thursday's Games
San Antonio 98, Cleveland 97
Houston 99, LA Lakers 88
Cnicago 94, Utah 85
Portland 126, Phoenx 105
Friday's Games
San Antonio at Boston, 6:30 p.m.
Washington at Prilladrelphia, 6:30 p.m.
lAlwaukee at Orlando, 6:30 p.m.
Kam' at Charlotte, 630 p.m,
kAnnesota a: Irciona. 6:30 p.m.
Nov York at Agents, 7 p.m.
Seattle at Detroit, 7 p.m.
LA Lakers at Dias, 7:30 p.m.
Ch cago at Guidon State, 9:30 p.m.
Denver at Sac:lamina, 930 p.m.
games.
"I didn't think I really fouled
him," Williams said. "I tried to
go over and disturb ham. I
couldn't knock him down
because we didn't want to give
him foul shots."
Cleveland's Gerald Wilkins
missed a 20-footer from the left
side at the buzzer. The Spurs left

him unguarded, focusing instead
on Mark Price, who led the Cavs
with a season-high 29 points.
"I had a good shot at the end
and it just wouldn't go down,"
Wilkins said. "Dale Ellis hit
some big shots, but we still had a
chance."
The Cavaliers played most of
the game without Brad Daugherty, who had the flu and left after
playing eight scoreless minutes in
the first quarter. But Larry Nance
and Williams filled in expertly,
teaming to hold Robinson nine
points below his average. Nance
scored 19 points, Williams 12.
"We were trying to make him
shoot outside shots, because lately he has been trying to drive to
the basket and make layups,"
Williams said. "We just wanted
to keep him outside."

Super Bowl win tops Smith's prize list

Quality Work at a fair price.

By JOHN McFARLAND
Associated Press Writer

—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Comm!rcial & Residential)

IRVING, Texas (AP) —
Emmitt Smith had a pretty decent
year. He picked up his third
straight NFL rushing title and his
Dallas Cowboys won the Super

Bowl for the second straight
season.
He also won the Super Bowl
MVP award, the NFL MVP
award and a spot in the Pro
Bowl.
All of it was nice, said Smith,

hut without the Super Bowl victory, it didn't matter much.
"I think winning the Super
Bowl makes everything. ... It
makes my whole season worthwhile," he said. "It would have
been very disappointing, even

— Vinyl Siding

with all the things that I've, done
throughout the season, to not win
the Super Bowl."
Smith managed to accomplish
all that while missing the first
two games and playing with an
injured shoulder through the

playoffs.
"I've had a magical season,"
Smith said at a news conference
after returning from Disney
World.

•

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

IreITACO BELL.
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray
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Racer Arena hosting JUCO game

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Tick Rogers used defense to get
No. 9 Louisville's offense in
gear.
Rogers, a reserve guard,
ignited a 13-4 spurt at the close
of the first half with two baskets
off steals as the Cardinals won
their seventh straight game. a
76-55 victory over North Carolina Charlotte on Thursday night.
"Defense is what's on my
mind when I come in,— Rogers

Racer Arena/Cutchin Fieldhouse will serve as a neutral site when
St. Catharine's College of Kentucky meets Dyersburg (Tenn.) State
Saturday at 2 p.m. Former Murray State assistant Tommy Wade is
an assistant at St. Catharine's under Stan Hardm.
Saturday's junior college mau:hup will be followed by the Murray State-Eastern Kentucky women's game at 5:30 and the men's
game at 7:45.

Murray Middle takes two from SMMS
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Rogers' defense ignites Louisville
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Murray Middle School's eighth grade teams closed the regular
season by sweeping a doubleheader from South Marshall Middle
School Thursday night in Murray.
• to the first game, Jeanne Maddox hit two free throws with :01
left to give Murray a 26-24 win. Murray (10-1) jumped out to an
11-4 lead, then had to hold off South Marshall.
Maddox and LaCosta Beanne each had eight points and Mary
Kay Howard scored six. Courtney Christopher chipped in three and
Robin Ragsdale finished with one.
• Murray Middle (9-2) jumped out to a 21-9 lead in the first
quarter and ran off to a 59-41 win in the second game.
Markenny Hammonds scored 18 and Courtney Kent added 16.
Jeremy Hunt and David Abbott each finished with eight, while Jake
Thurmond had five and O'Shea Hudspeth and Drew Holton each
had two.
Murray Middle will be the site of this year's Fourth District
Tournament, beginning Feb. 7.

Calloway County Middle School's eighth grade girls improved to
9-5 Thursday with a 23-15 win over North Marshall. Jessica Norsworthy led Calloway with 10, followed by Amanda Pennington
with six, Brooke Lencki with four, Becky Greene with two and
Shea Bryant with one.
Calloway will close the regular season in Paducah at the Paducah
Middle School Tournament this weekend.

•Tar Heels..
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FROM PAGE 8
Ryan said he hopes to pick up
with augers season-ending,
three-game win streak and lead
the Cardinals into the playoffs,
where they haven't been in a
non-strike season since 1975.
"We won the toughest division
in football in three years," said
Ryan, who coached the Eagles
from 1986-90. "And we started
with a team that wasn't anywhere
near as gifted as this group nght
here. This is twice as many or
three times as many good football
players as we had when I took
over in Philly."
The outspoken Ryan, who

Ill Ice Follies...
— Derrick Smith, a fnend and
former business partner of Eckardt, was contacted to carry out
the plot hatched by Eckardt and
Gillooly, according to court
documents. Eckardt told Gillooly
he could trust Smith because
Eckardt had previously bought
marijuana from him.
— Shane Stant, an Arizona
bodybuilder and former football
player hired by Smith, his uncle,
to attack Kerrigan. He told
authorities he bought the collapsing baton used in the assault at a
store called Spy Headquarters in
Mesa, An., near his home. At
his first meeting with fellow plotters, Gillooly recalled, Stant wore
"a hat, black Australian outback
coat and black fingerless gloves"
— and never removed them.
Detailed statements that Gillooly, Smith and Stand gave to
the FBI were released this week
when Gillooly pleaded guilty.
Gillooley told authorities
Smith agreed to do the job
because Eckardt convinced him
and his nephew that frightened
skaters would sign them to hefty
contracts as bodyguards after
Kerrigan was attacked.
"We're going to make a lot of
money. We're going to make a
lot of money," Gillooly recalled
Eckardt saying before the two

FROM PAGE 8
The Blue Devils led 40-38 at
halftime after shooting 64 percent
(16-for-25). They couldn't keep
that pace up and finished at 47
percent (29-for-62), including
5-for-21 from 3-point range.
"I could care less right now
about the rankings to tell you the
truth," said North Carolina cen
ter Eric Montross, who had 16
points and eight rebounds. "I'm
not sure anybody wants to be No.
1 right now. It's kind of a
curse."

men hugged at the end of one of
their planning sessions.
The plotters were so sure of
their plan, which eventually cost
less than $5,000 to execute, that
they gave Gillooly a money-back
guarantee and promised to have
cost proposals ready for the
bodyguard work they were certain to win from the figure skating association, Gillooly said.
From the outset, the plan went
awry. Stant first flew to Boston
to stalk Kerrigan. He checked
into the Logan Airport Hilton
under his own name Dec. 28 but
couldn't rent a car for two days
because his sole credit card, for
an account shared with his girlfriend, carried only her name and
signature.
By then, Stant knew Kerrigan
was practicing at the Tony Kent
Arena on Cape Cod, and checked
into a second hotel about 12
miles away. Despite repeated visits to the rink, he never saw Kerrigan on the ice. On Jan. 4, someone at the arena told him Kerrigan had already left for Detroit.
Stant tried to buy a train ticket
but learned no trains were going
to Detroit at that time. So he
boarded a bus. It took 29 hours.
According to Gillooly, Stant
had run out of money in Boston
and had nothing to eat on the bus
trip. As Gillooly tells it, he and
Eckardt discussed what to do
while the big bodyguard's mother
made fudge. Then they went to a
grocery store to wire $725 to
Smith in Phoenix, who could forward it to the hungry hit man.
The clerk at the Western Union
office asked for a test question
Smith could be asked when he
picked up the money; Eckardt
asked what she meant.
"She explained that a test
question would be a question that
only Smith would know the
answer to," Gillooly's statement
reads. "Eckardt thought about it

and then said, 'I know. What city
is Shane in?' The lady wrote the
question down and then asked
Eckardt what the answer was.
Eckardt said, 'Detroit."
Smith flew to Detroit on Jan.
5. He and Stant abandoned their
first plan, to assault Kerrigan an
her hotel room and bind her with
duct tape, choosing to attack her
the next day after practice at
Cobo Arena.
As Kerrigan lay writhing in
pain by his baton blow, Stant
broke through the window with
his head, then threw the weapon
into the snow, he told investigators. Police found it in a waste
container behind the arena.
After the attack, Gillooly told
authorities, Eckardt suggested
that Gillooly call New York
Yankees owner George Steinbrenner, who had contributed
S10,(X)0 toward Harding's training expenses, and ask for $50,(XX)
to cover full bodyguard service
for the skater.
In fact, Eckardt was doing a lot
of talking. To impress a female
classmate in his paralegal class,
he'd bragged about his role in the
Kerrigan attack. He also played a
tape recording of the planning
sessions he'd had with Gillooly
and Smith for another classmate,
a young lay minister. Both classmates went to police.
Gillooly said he knew something was up three days after the
attack, when Detroit Detective
Dennis Richardson asked him if
he knew Derrick Smith.
In the interview, the detective
remarked that Gillooly must be
very proud of Harding. Gillooly
said he was. He said Harding had
skated "really good."
Richardson then suggested Gillooly should feel proud of himself, too.
"Behind every great woman,"
the detective said, "is a great
man."

TOUCH FOR
HEALTH
PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE CENTER

1400A Hillwood Dr.
Murray

733-7072

to give Louisville (17-2, 7-1) a
24-17 lead with 4:20 left.
"He does that for us," Louis.
silk coach Denny Crum said.
"He's kind of instant defense. He
makes things happen."
Rogers was hoping his effort
would be contagious.
"I knew if I came in and played hard, maybe that would lead
on to the rest of the team," said
Rogers, a sophomore. "When I
came in and got those steals, I
think it carried over a little bit."
UNC•C turned the ball over on

turns 60 on Feb. 17, received a
four-year contract, but terms
were not disclosed.
Until he was joined the Oilers
last season, Ryan had been out of
football for two years after being
fired by Braman.
Houston hired him to rebuild a
shaky defense, which collapsed in
the 1993 AFC championship
game and allowed a 35-3 thirdquarter lead to turn into a 41-38
overtime loss to Buffalo. The
Oilers signed several key players
and the defense became the
league's best against the run,
allowing 79.6 yards per game.
Houston also had league highs in
interceptions (26) and sacks (52).
Asked his offensive philosophy, Ryan said teams with multiple looks are hard to stop.
"The easiest guys to beat are
the guys that want to do that
straight vanilla stuff, so we're
going to have a variety," Ryan
said.
"It would be very difficult to
start over and learn a whole new
system again," quarterback Steve
Bcuerlein said.

Kentucky
vs
GS1J

After UNCC's Rodney Odom
hit a short jumper in the lane.
Wheat drove up the middle for a
spinning layup to give Louisville
a 33.21 halftime advantage

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me kw at your famiy Insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

Tickets • Bus Fare • Hotel

Excellent Accommodations
Departure Mon. Feb. 14th
Lodging: Jackson. MS

753-4347

Tues.. Feb. 15
Lodging. Baton Rouge, LA
• Return Feb

to

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA

2 Nights Bus Trip Includes.

302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

76M

PHONE 442-5504
No Answer, leave Message'

The 1994 DeVille creates
a higher standard at
Peppers Cadillac.

• All-new six-passenger Cadillac
• Proven 200-hp, 4.9 liter V8,
4T80-E automatic transmission
• Speed-Sensing Suspension

• Speed-Sensitive Steering
• Fully independent suspension
• Anti-lock brakes
• Airbank System — dual front air bags'

And SmartLease® creates
a higher standard:

24 MONTHS
Capsule =MD

next two possessions, which
to two free throws and a dunk
Louisville's Clifford Rozier
a nine-point advantage
UNCC's Jarvis Lang scored on
a hook shot, but Louisville's
DeJuan Wheat countered with a
3-pointer and a layup after a steal
to widen the margin to 12 points

Sixmaored By

em-Wilem

604 S. 12th

as
led
by
for

I SCOREBOARD

$385 smA„.../

Spoil Your Valentine
with a gift certificate
from...

said. "Scoring isn't on my mind.
Usually my opportunities to score
are on steals off defensive
plays."
UNCC (*6, 2-3 Metro Conference), playing Its fourth straight
road game and seventh in its last
eight games, trailed 20-17 when
Andre Davis hit a short jumper
%kith 644 remaining in the half
Rogers stole an mbounds pass
from the baseline and drove three
quarters the length of the court
for a layup. He followed that
with a midcourt steal and a dunk

•Buddy System...

Calloway Middle girls top North Marshall

FROM PAGE 8
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WITH $2,500
DOWN-

$31,995

753-7688

Can Rabies Return?
In July, an 11 -year old girl
became the first person to die
of rabies in New York slate
since 1954. While the source of
her infection still is not known,
her death highlights the fact
that rabies seems increasing
among the wild animal population, particularly raccoons.
skunks, foxes, and bats An
oral vaccine for wild animals
has been developed, but until it
is widespread, the best way to
minimize risk is to avoid wild
is. seep! Woe Croat Los Shield. PCS
end eIllang."

animals, keep household pets
inoculated, and, if bitten or
scratched, immediately wash
the wound and get medical
help

C ADIL L A

C®

Creating A Higher Standard
• s Maw wee, minty brim ewe with mb beim
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Peppers Cadillac
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 / 1-800-325-3229

11.0.1•1.
•••...-4.11111.10111
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MurrarCalloway County
Church Directory
tn.! iriiid1,
Viji trust tn
Li u.."

ADVENTISTS
SE1T.NT1 DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath &Imo
Sot 915 a m
Sat 11 00 a et
Wonhip

BAPTIST

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate Ask CHARLIE
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
7534175
Glendale At Wh.tnell tAcross From Ledger & Times.
Closed Sundays
Satellite • Cable • Programming
Certified • Licensed • Insured
I LI 1\1 ATE COMMUNIC NTIONS

810 Sycamore St. • 753-2640
Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers
READMORE •Bible Index Tabs
•Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills •Precious Moments Bible
,ng With Puy-chew
Mu rra

Carroll The 6 Wheel Alignment, Inc.
MICHELIN•
•Idulti.MiLei Grand Am Raimed Wh. Latter.
•Cmepuiarmred Whael Balancing 4Cemputansod
2 Whoa • 4 Whsel Alignment System
UCIS Poe. Ara • Murray • 713-1454
Hamm 7404 Mom.Fot. • Clamed SM,

WAL-MART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
753-5273

Rudy's
'A Taste of Home Cookin."
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
('out Square
753-1632
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.

COMMUNIST BAPTIST
CHAPEL
Wormip
900 • in
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Semi
630 pm
Sunday Scheel
10 00 • m
Woridup Sen.
II 00 •re
Sunday NIght
600 p
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Merited Worshlp
II 00 • in
Eventng WereAkia
645 pin
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
Evening Worship
6 00 pm
FAITH BAJTIST
Morning Wonihip
11 00 • in
Evening Vronhip
6 00 p
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 • en
Worship
10 45 • ni 6 7 p.
Churth Training
600 pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
low.,
MornIng Worship
1t00..
Evening Wershp
046 pse
GRACE BAPTIST .
Sunday School
9 45 a.ai
Worshp
a.m..
1014
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 •se
Morning Worship
II 00 •ai
Evening Warship
6 00 p
Walneaday Evening
7 30 • in
HARDIN BAPTIST
Warship
6.30• 1030..
Sunday Schaal
9 30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 pm
Waid Worship
7 p.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11 00 • in
Sunday Rhine
1000
Church Training
600 pm
Evening Wershlp
600 p
Wednesday Evenkng
7w p
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 • ni
Worship Service
II 00 • re
Evening Service
530 p m
KIMSEY BAPTIST
Morning Wonlep
11 00 a m
Evening Wersh.p
7 30 p
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a ee
PreachIng
11 00
&
COO p
W•dramlay Night
706 p in

LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
II 00 • nn
Evening Werehtp
700 PI
LONE OAR PRIMITIVE
let Sunday
200 p m
3rd Sunday
200 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Wersh p
10 50 • rn
Evening Worship
600 p m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 • in
1100sin
Viership

AL
Garden Canter, Gift Shop, Landscaping

E.

BDDOD RIVER
II 00 • et
Morning Weirshp
100 Pm
,
Ermine Word...
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday Schad
10 • m
Worship
II.. Alp.
Church TrsiAng
6 p.
Widnaday San
7 p
CHEST1NLT STREET
GENERAL
10 00 m
Sunday Schad
Ow e
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
Morning Warship
11 00 •in
ErenIng Server
6 00 o re
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
9 46 • m
Sunday School
II 03 •in
Mamma ServIce.
Evening Serene
600p9

Miller St. • 753-0212

Hoffman's

Hwy. 94

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

Cain's

NEW SIT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morn,. Worship
11 03 • m
Erenlrie Wordup
6 00 p m

CHRYSLER•PLYPAOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy 641 N • Murray - 753-6448
Murray Family

YMCA
759-9622
University Square • 12th St.
Murray

1108 Chestnut
753-3314

SALEM BAPTIST
blarning Wenliip
II 00 • i•
ErionIng Werehip
710 p
SCOT'S GROVE
Werahip Service
1100.,
Evening Weneup
600 p
SINKING SPRING
Morning Warship
II 00 • m
Emmons Warship
6(43) p
SPRING CREEK
SWAM, S.••ol

0 00 • MI

Mormne Marsha
II 00 • rn
Eren.na Worship
646 pen
Training Union
600 p
ST JOHN
/laming Worship
930 • in
Sunday Schaal
1Q66 • in
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
ErmIng Worship
646 pm
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sonny Scheel
10 00 •rn
Morning Wonhip
11 00 • in
Ermine WorMip
600 p
WEST FORK
MornIng Worship
11 00 a re
Sunday Evening
600 p es
Viedneadoy limning
700 p
WESTSIrit: tOol TINT tit/RUH
Sunday School
9 30 a rn
Worship
10 10•rri & 6 p
7 p

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CIIUXCII
Saturday
SIR p
Sunday
900 • in
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
666••••
6 • m 11 •rn
Reign.. Education
9 25 • m
600 %murder

CHRISTIAN
I MST CHRISTULN
Sinn Sded
950 am
045.,
Won*

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Wenhip
10 30 •in
•
9 10 • rn
Scheel
Evening Service
600 p

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main Si. Meese
Sands?
1630 a..
Sunday Schad
1030•as
2nd Wed
7 30 p m
Sealing Ream teary WM
III pm

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bade Scheel
600 • in
Morning Worshlp
9 60 • rn
Evening Worship
6 00 p
COLDWATER
Marrone Worship
1016 • m
Evening Wenhip
646 p ro
DEXTER
Morning Worship
1050 •in
Evening Worsnip
6 00 p m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday Schad
1000 • in
blornIng Werahlp
1100 •in
GREEN PIA IN
Bible Study
1000 • m
Morning Semler
1046•rn
Evening Wenh.p
600 p
Wed Warship
730 p

HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900
Morning Werahip
900
Evening Worship
600 p..
700 p
Mid Wok Worshp
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Clam
9 •in
Mornay W./NIL,
10 00 an.
7 pat
Wednesday MVO
KIIOCSFY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday Schmi
10102 •.•
Morning Worship
10 50 •m
'• 7p
Evening Worship
(Sunny • Wednesdays)

NORDISIDE
Morning Worship
II 00 • in
Eraning Worship
700 p
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00 • m
PnachIng San
11 00 • rn

ADVANTAGE:

OAK GROVE
WerroAlp
II...• 7 pet
Sunday Schaal
10 •t•
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 • rn
F,asclung
11 00 • in
Prayer Senn..
6 10 p
Church
600 pm
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday Schaal
10 • r•
Warship
II., • 7 pm

MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CIIRIST
Sunday School
10 00 • in
Mamma Worielp
II 00 a ree
Evening Warship
600 pm
NEW CONCORD
Wonhlp
9 50 en £6p.
able Clan..
9 • in
7 p
Wadninday
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
9 50 •in
Evening Senn.
600 p.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Mernina Wenn.,
10 45 • ni
Evening Wenhip
600 p
SECOND STREET
Marn.ny Worship
1045 •re
Evening Mendip
603 pm

KFC-

Jack Marshall - Franchise
"We Do Chicken Right"
12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

FITTS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Jr

Building Blocks &
East Win Strike'

098
W01
will
Thi
all
WM

WILLIAMS

antisTuul All

MT l061111407.
Mormip
10 00 • ra
Suneisy 0.1 IN•01
•
1100 •
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday Scrawl
10 03 • m
Worship
I 1 CIO • m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Warship
9 45 •s
Surseay School
1100 • m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Senday Schee
9 45 • m
Meriung Worship
10 45 •
.
600 p.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worth p
1100 •al
TEMPLE /111.1. UNITED
1000•
•
*amine Werah.p
Sunday Selma
11 00 • m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday 5,44.
1000..
Morning Service
11 00 • m
J Pratt
Pastor

It 1
Chi

.briirJ Lit iii

ALLIANCE 131111,E CHURCH
Murray
Sunday Schaal
Sunday Werahlp
Wela Prayer 9ar

9 IS •is
10 30 •ra
700 p.

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 9 1601 St
Sacrament Meet
I000 •la
Sunday School
11 20 •en
Real Society and
Enna/mod
12 10 p

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1620 W Maul
Holy Eucharist
9 410 30 •in
Church &hoe
91$ a as
Mandem [num Prmor
1 3 6.36
1111.7 Euchan.. Wadneaday)

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CIIL:RCH
930 a ni
Sunday School
Morning Won,p
10 10 • ro
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN
MISSION
Sunday Weinthip
1100 4m.
PM LIFE CUR 1ST IAN CENTER
1619 Martin Chapal Rd.
,inday School
9 45 a al
worah.p
II 00 •in
rdneeda•
'p.

=OTANI WITNESSES
JEHOVAH S WITNESS
Public Tali
930 •ns
tii• htrure• Siudy
10 10 • in

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LITHERAN
h..ndisy School •
Bibl• Close
9 00 • in
nrokh 9
1015 a m

METHODIST
I. '.11011
Morning Worship
9 30 • re
Sunday School
10 30 •In
2nd £411, Sun NIght 606 pm
1111103K S ClIAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
1100 • ei
1st• 3r4 Sun Night 700 pin
CC/II/WATER
Worship
11 00 a ni
Sunday School
10 00 a tri
COLES CAMPGROUND
Wcnrsp Stews
656..
Seday Schad
II50 ars
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10 00•es
Woralup
IIOO.41,000p.
FIRST stunIODIST
Warahlp
10 50 a mi
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Soma,
II 00 • us
Sunday Schad
row •en.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church flehmil
10 00 •in
Worshrp Sere.
11 00 • es
Evening Ser Wer
630 p
11A711, UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 •is
Woriship
10 00 •la
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 • ea
blerning WorMip
11 00 • re
K1RKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 •in
Morning Warship
II 00 • es
Ermine Warship
600 p..
LYNN GROVE
onhip San.
9 45 • ea
Church Schad
10 45 •r.
MARTINS ,A1APEI. UNITED
Worship San.
930 • m
Sunday Scheel
1020 • m
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday Scheel
10 00 • in

oo

84rn.n4

MT ( ARAIEL
Warahip
10 00 • m
Swaim 9.6..
II 00 • nt

r Sh111V/1/41M is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturday 8-Noun
S. 9th St.
753-5719
0

612

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd

HIGHER PRAISE /WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday Schad
9.46 • in
Worahtp
10 30•6 p m
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 p
Wordnis
1030 •in • 7 p m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Warahip
1000.,
Evening Worship
600 p
TRLNTTY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
II 00 •al
TRINITY MISSION
Sonde, School
06.1
Worship
II am • 7 ps•
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000 a.m..
Worship San
11 007 30 pm.
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Siinday Semen
10 00 • et
600

•
EVERYDAY L,. • •
RIPTION SERVICE
Roy rOckenclree - Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

'401 904.1TM 1151h STREE 1
KENTUCKY 42071
902 78.3 9304

MURRAY

753-3008

Arbgs

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

1400 633 72% Imvasd• kw

St

Myt,Illy

Cl'.

Lol
dir

NC
mL

Sc

at,
bu

VIC
WI'

hIS

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

SIRLOUIPIPSTOCICADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

OODCDIFTWS
GALLERIES
. 641 North

12th & Olive

759-4522

edicine
Pe4

759-9245

The oldest independent repair shop in Murray"

744 Cunningham
W'r Auto Repair
Open Mon -Fri.

619 So

t.

7.303

/53-6831 • 753-3571

conoco Pioneer
Convenience Store

•Groceries & Snack Foods
•76 Petroleum Products •Diesel *Kerosene
Open Mon -Se
/ Nun 74
618 S. 4th St. • Murray
753-992.2

war KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES

Commercial •Residential *Rentals
•Lake Properties • Property Management
1415 B Main St. • Murray • 759-1161
Iinng In your iihurch
bulletin and receo.e
fi3 OR' an!, regular
price order
753.6666
•
Disitiand 10e400
, C6e6941
R0.//'P.))
SE • Mars,

eADIJOIN

Corn-Austin®
'You Gotta See Us!'
Men's, Ladles & Young Men's Apparel
Downtown • Murray

llJ!

/0% Discount '
.:4
11:caill
To All Churches
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736

LIFE HOUSE
Care Center For Women
mi•Lgurv 4 .stag ,mpsino• jeki

Pa NI a in.•

S.

1506 Chsetaiet ,v1. • Nom? • /53 0'00

Kentucky
lake Oil l'o
•••• r‘ing
. .t. rt. K. •
•
.111,1 VI.r.o. rt. I....I.....

4th St, 753.1323

Cht••ilnut

MAZDA-NISSAN, INC
IN

Ma
Lin

Coleman

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

MILLER
FlialfRAl. HOMES
III %anti mma Mentes, 10.

Pau

at

skip«

InduStrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

Ctr — 759-1400

Keith York. Kelvin York and James

Serving Broakliart
6 • m -10 30 am,
Serving Lunch
10 a m -11 pm
Midnight on Wamakanos
753-8841
507 N. 12th

Ran

Irc

PRESBYTERIAN

Hwy. 641 South

Shopping

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

•

FOIST PRESBYTERIAN
Smart Scrod
930 am
Wane
1045 am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Worship San.
1106 • se
MOUNT PLEASANT
,
11 00 • m
M6r6.66 *WWI
Evening Worship
700 pm
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday Schaal
9 45 • es
Wanhlp San.
11 00 •
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 00 • m
Worsh.p
Sarnia
11 00 •• Lip,

Pat

753-2411

JCPenney

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000 •re
11 imal • 7 pm
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 an.
Wormlp
11 •nt •6 30 pea.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CIIURCH
Sunday School
1000 a mi.
II..•6 pm.
Wershp
Saturday
7 pm.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Height.
Sunday School
10 00 am
/minim Sarre* 11 am & 7 p.m_
FA MI APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwalar Rd.
1011 am T03 pm
Sun Ser
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 mile. ma er Aline
Sunday School
1000 •ta
II srn £7 pie
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY 01 GOD
9 30 •es
Sunday Schad
10 30 • m alp.
%rashly
706 pm
Wedneadm

TOP,
ser
by.

se,

Chestnut Hills

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Wordup
11 00 •in
Sunday Schad
10 00 • xi
Evening Werehip
[CO p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday Schad
9 45 • in
Morning *ennui
10 45 • rn
Emr.ing Worship
606 p.
Wedneaday Worship
620 p

ren

He

Hardin Hey 40
3.194.y Schaal
10 a•
viern,p
11 • m & 6p.
Wadne•day
7 pm

NAZARENE

Lou
Jo.
Os
aoo

1

CHURCH OF GOD
MURRAYCHL1SCH OF GOO
Morning Wenn,
0 .1
Ermine Warship
607 pm

''

•

MISSIONARY ALLIANCE

GEE PLUMBING

DISCOUNT PHARMACY

k

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 • is
10 • m
Iliad Study
Enna.. Weeship
6 pm
Wed 9.64. 79,49
7 p.
UNION GROVE
Morning Warship
10 50 • m
Ermine Wenn,
600 p
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
900 • m
Warship
10 00 • es
606 p
WEST MURRAY
Morning Warship
10 60 a ai
Emning Wordup
600 p.
C/IAPEL
Menung
900 a m
Emning
600 pa
700 pm
Wedneeday

Rattily Mix Concrete

753-3S40

Ti
ice,
Ian
Nita
Sas

'Your Plumbing Specialist"

Compliments
of
711 Main

205 N

at

611Ir

V.1171 91

403 L.P.

as

This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.

jjjj

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

rek
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me•stSt•
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Various local churches announce speakers and music for services this weekend

04

411

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Feb. 6.
as follows:
Unlvairsity Church of Christ
Jim Pounders. minister, will speak
at 10 am and 6 pm 11411Y1Cile
Memorial Baptist
The Rev Jim Simmons, pastor will
weak at 10 50 •m and 7 pm services. John Wood will direct the music
with Tonya Simmons and Kathy
Thelma as accompanists Assisting
will be Stan Paschall deacan Of eta
week
West Fort Baptist
The Rey Lawson Williamson pastor. MI speak at Il • m and 6 pm
aersioes. Mork Dowdy wal direct the
music with Brenda Wyatt and Cyndy
Satterwhite as accompanists Shirley
serve as deacon of week
Nene,
First United Methodist
The Rev Reginald Mallen will spar*
at 1050•m and 7 p m services The
Chancel Choir will sing 'Praise Vs The
Lord' with Kim Black as director and
Joan &niter as organist Assisting will
be Alma Volop and Anne Pickens
acolytes, and Jinny Richerson, Children's Church
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev Timothy N Huffman, pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 pm
services Assisting will be Tom Holderby song leader. Mildred Lassitar and
Pam Treas, accompanists and the
Rev Randolph Alien
First Presbyterian
The Rev David Montgomery, copastor will give speak about 'The
Healing Touch with scripture from
Mark 1 20-39 at 10 45 am service
Liturgist will be Kathie Flaming The
Choir will sing 'Awake, the Trumpets
Lofty Sound' with Pat Bombs as choir
director and organist
Wasiak/4 Baptist
The Rev Glynn On, pastor will
speak at 1030 am and 6 p m Services Tommy Scott will direct the
music with Patsy Neale and Sharma
Scott as accompanists
Glendale Road Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about 'Righteousness exalts • nation,
but sin is a reproach'with scnptvre
from Proverbs 1432-35 at 9 am Service, and about 'Let This Cup Pass'
with scripture from Maatthew 2636-41
at 6 p m service Assisting will be Curtis Darnell. song leader
New Concord Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at 10
a m and 6 p m services
Elm Grove Baptist
The David Brasher, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6.45 p.m earvices

First Baptist
Dr Greg E•rwood pastor will
speak at 10 45 am and 7 pm ser
VIPS Steve Littlefield will diesel the
music with Janet Finch and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists The Sanctuary Choir ele sing "Beautiful Savior
and Joist* Kelly will sing 'Be the One'
at morning hour TT* Youth Choir will
sing 'Willow in the Wind' at evening
hour
South Pleasant Grove Meth
The Rev Bob Sayweli pastoi cii
tweak about lag* Brand Chirisbani
ty' with scripture from Isaiah 4021-31
at 10 45 am service Doug Grafton
will direct tie music with Kathy Erwin
and Carolyn Parks as accompanists
Grace Baptist
The Rey Joe W Eaton pastor will
spook at 11 am service Kevin Ruciicii
will direct the music with Dwane Jones
and Susan Jonas as accompanists
Jones will also be deacon of the week
St. Lao Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p m Saturday
and 8 and 11 am Sunday with Fr
Pew E Hughas as pastor
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev Bob Dotson pastor, will
speak about 'Things That Make Us
Free' at 11 a m service Mona Lewis
will be song director with Renee Doyle
and Pat Brunn as musicians
Kirksey United Methodist
This Rev Dan Leslie pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 7 p rn services
The Choir will be led by Media Erickson with Clarice Norsworthy and Tracy
Leslie as accompanists
Christian Scisnce
Services Will be at 10 30 am Sunday and 7 30 p m each second
Wednesday
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rey Bill Miller pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p m services
Jack Milker will direct the music with
Patty Hams as pianist
First Christian
Dr David Roos pastor, will speak
about 'The Redeeming Stream' with
scripture from Mark 1 1-11 at 10 45
am Boy Scout Sunday service Dr
Ken Sipley will direct the music with
Mary Sipley and Debbie Ferguson as
accompanists The Choir will sing 'River in Judea'
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev Donald Bowers. pastor
will speak at 8 50 a m service with
Greg Miller as song leader and Janice
Farris and Dean Stephenson as
pianists
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev John Denham. pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Tim Stone will be music director with
Anna Requarth and Julie Stone as
accompanists

School Lunch Menus Sponsored by
yuunG

othozait Inc.

Stus Infant Thra 14

408 South 12th • Hwy. 641 • Murray • 753-0005
Menus

45

for

chrooms in

the

various

lun-

the county and city

schools for the week of Feb. 7 to
II have been released by Joanna
Adams, food service director, and

e
ls

Judy Clark, food service coordinator, for Calloway County and
Murray

City

Schools

respectively.
The

menus, subject

sional change, are

to

occa-

as follows:

Calloway County
I r.

Pro-School
Breakfast
Monday - milk, Triples cereal,
orange juice. Tuesday - milk, sausage
and biscuit, grape juice: Wednesday milk, muffin, mixed twit; Thursday milk, waffle stix w/syrup, prunes. Fri.
day - milk, cinnamon toast, apple
juice
Lunch
Monday • cheese pizza, tossed salad,
corn, pears, milk Tu•sday • chicken
nuggets, whipped potatoes, green
beans roll. milk. Wednesday Sloppy
Joe sandwich on bun, baked later tots.
cole slaw, milk. Thursday - chicken
and rice. broccoli, fruit wedges, roll,
milk Friday. baked cheese sandwich
vegetable soup, orang• wedges, milk
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday fruit turnover Tuesday ham and cheese biscuit Wednesday.
fruit muffin, Thursday • French toast
sax wisyrup Friday - Honeybun kits
juice cereal and toast are available
daily
Lunch
Monday • pizza tuna salad sandwich grilled choose Tuesday taco
salad, barbecue sandwich peanut
butter/yelly sandwich Wednesday •
clii viocrecluers Oak turkey sandwich
grilled cheese Thursday turkey and
dressing hamburger, peanut Outlaw
and may sandwich Friday • ham and
cheese sandwich hot dog grilled
cheese Fruits chef salad vegetables
Ines iaseaptis milli and MAI drink we
es
avaieble=
y Middle
erisallest
•
Monday
sausage and biscuit
Tuesday Demon roll Wadriesday
hew and cheese biscuit now
estmege and pancake on sack =ay
04anarybon Cereal donuts an= ens

n.a

we seeks* Piet
WWI
Ibeeeley
mos sari ham mad
wick Tuesday
mien Oise arildsea.
luswieurger difednemsdey
Mealeeis
eamilionek
salad
Una
Ilmaradra
ISM
Mow aid ilkinspanga Meows Me
maillawn helm Mal awe es•Miers
Isiram aka sandmen Bieneasee kai
India simpaieles cher mind minds
sowl tea *mks we madam

Calloway High
Broaklast
sausage and biscuit,
Monday
Tuesday - scrambled eggs, hash brown and toast. Wednesday - chicken fritter on biscuit, Thursday Good
Gravy pizza: Friday - egg and cheese
biscuit Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily
Lunch
Monday • cnspy steak, corn dog.
'
sweet and sour chicken,
Tuesday
egg roll, pizzaburger, Wednesday chili and crackers, turkey club sandwich. Thursday - salmon pame or catfish slips, chili dog: Friday - vegetable
soup w/grilled cheese or hot ham and
cheese. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers,
pizza, deli line, chef salads fruits. vegetables, milk and fruit drinks are available daily
Murray

City

Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - pancakes and syrup,
Tuesday - scrambled eggs, toast, jelly. Wednesday oats and cinnamon
toast Thursday sausage and biscuit;
Friday • not listed Cereal. toast, fruit
juice or milk are available daily
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, ribette sandwich. Tuesday pizza, grilled cheese
sandwich: Wednesday fried chicken
wirolls, peanut butter sandwich;
Thursday hamburger, Sloppy Joe on
bun. Friday • not listed Peanut butter
and lolly sandwich fruits. vegetables,
juice and milk are available daily
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday French foam Tuesday
Poptart
turnover Wednesday
Thursday sausage egg arid biscuit
not listed Cinnamon toast
Friday
cereal toast. assorted juices and milk
are available daily
Lunch
Monday - burritoes wtmoat sauce
hot hair and cheese sandwich pizza
Tuesday - seashell vifFninCh bread
chicken Sad Moak. harreurger Wedmonthly • oven kied chicken grilled
FrehCh
cheese pizza Monday
bread pizza deli ham sandwich
nor listed
chimmieurgier Friday
Frye% vaigalistara awn taina end mei,
ars availabie daily
Murray Nigh
Breakfast
theashay French 'oast so. Twee.
Way - pancake mumps Ws • Sat
rilueeerry cookie cake
111100wiedsy
chicken and beard Mlimes•sy
Cassel anneals.
wed
net
il" •
Meet maenad mom aiiW at& are
miallelis May
loft*
Saivism, rein=
Meade,
lure Wad kar
Tialeds,
cootassators 11111111.aday eiuer.
we omit sawslimispan seadmila
mrs reed ellealkes
eariatimin Miley wel WWI foreMaito
ors onseeeleargers pass Imam
hiss eariamed regmmies Mins we
end mia are embalm eery

Kirtsey Baptist
The Rev Van Russell, pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 6 30 p m services W A Erwin will direct Ow MUSIC
With Doia Edwards and Cindy COSSes
as accompanists
Hazel Baptist
The Rev Tim Adcock. pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 630 p m services MuSK will be directed by Gene
Or Miller with Rhonda Lamb and
Gwyn Key as accompanists

Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain pastor
will present a lesson at tO a m
preaching/leaching session Eying*
iissc service will begin at 6 p m
Hardin Baptist
The Rey Ricky Cunningham pas
to will speak at 630 am and 10 30
am and 6 p m services Darrell Gibson will be song leader Fran BOWS
Sandra Lyles Martha Lou Lawrence
and Shelia Clark will be accompanists

ft
(
FROM THE
PLAIVER
PARSONS
SCRAPBOOK

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Holland Motor Sales

Children's Fashions
•

Alttence Odds
Coldwater UMW Methodist
The Rey Keay Lwnben. pastor will
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pules.
speak about 'The Spirit's Response to
evil speek at II •m service Rex
Sin' with scripture from Acts 5 1-11 at
Smith will be song Mader and Jimmy
Wilson as pianist
10 30 am sin-vice at am/is Community COMM
Murray Church of God
The Rev William T Geary new
Immanuel Lutheran
The Pay David Riley, pastor will
pastor will speak at 10 am service
Marie Lipka* will direct the music with
speak about 'Llireckas With a Purpose'
Danny McGrew as pianist
with scripture horn Mark 1 34 at tots
Murray Baptist Mission
•m Holy Communion service tor Filth
The Ray Parvin Hall pastor will
Sunday after Epiphany Assisting will
speak at 2 45 p m service
be Julie Causer choir director, Alice
Methodist
Witte, organist, Einar JehltdOM John
United
Paliastinit
The Rev Calvin Clark, pastor, wilt
Kruger, Jack Benton and Joe
Johannwin
speak at 11 a m sisrvic• Mary Conner
will direct tie MUSIC with Faye ChildGrille, Hope Baptist
The Rev W E Chimney pastor will
ress as pianist
Emmanuel Baptist
speak at 10 45 •m service at Main
The Rey Paul AkWhints pastor
Street YOUM Canter
will speak at It am and 6 30 p m
SI. John's Episcopal
The Fifth Sunday after Epiphany will
services Gerald Canter will direct the
music with Carolyn Allbritton and Jane
be observed with the Holy Eucharist at
8 and t030 am with Fr Andre Tre•
Buchanan as accompanists
Liberty Cumberland Prissbyterian
vathan as celebrant and preacher
Assisting will be Pam Rice Rose
The Rev Don Faulkner pastor will
Bogai-Allbration arid Frank Blodgett
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Methodist
Good Shepluird
Community Baptist
The Rey Richard Denton will speak
The Rev Charles Anderson. pastor
at 11 am warm* Diane Tatiock will
will speak at 9 a m and 6 p m sen
be song leader with Emma Knight and
vices at church in Dixieland Shopping
Betty Poole as accompanists
Center Reed Hall will direct the music
with Amy Hall as pianist
Temple Hill United Methodist
Victory Baptist
The Rev Donald Bowers, paStOr,
The Rev Steve Todd pastor, will
will speak at 10 am service. Larry
am and 6 p m services
11
at
speak
Woodall will direct the music
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
New MI. Carmel Baptist
The Rev Jerry Bradford pastor will
The Rev Randall Kuykandall passpeak at 11 am and 5 p m services
tor will speak at It am and 6 p m
Union Grove Church of Christ
services
Henry Hargis, minister will speak at
Russell Chapel United Methodist
11 am and 6 pm services
The Rev Calvin Clark. pastor will
Red
Dealer Holiness
with
service
speak at 945 am
The Rev Elijah Balentine, pastor
Woods as song loader and Dorothy
will speak at 11 a m and 6 P m
Brown as pianist
Seni,C9S
New Providence Baptist
will
pastor
Colson
Odell
Hazel Church of Christ
Rev
The
Jeff Frame minister will speak al
speak at 11 am and 6 pm services
950 am and 6 pm services
Independence United Methodist
Highway 110 Church of God
The Rev Donald Bowers,pastor,
The Rey Allan Stokes, senior pas•
will speak at 11 am service with Pattor, will speak at 11 a m and 6 p m
ricia Lassiter as pianist
services
Mason's Chapel Undid Methodist
New Life Christian Canter
The Rev Steven L Douglas, pastor,
The Rev Mark Welch will speak at
will speak at 11 am service Karen
11 • m service The Rev Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt will be
Watch will direct music The church
accompanists
meets at 1619 Martins Chapel Road
Flint Baptist
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev Ronnie McPherson, pasThe Rev Hey.vard Roberts, pastor
tor, will speak at 11 am and 6 45 p m
will speak at 11 a m and 6 p nc
services Darren Chapman and Joe
services
Dale Curd will direct the music with
as
St. John Baptist
Johnson
Karon
and
Brandon
Gina
The Rev William Hornbuckle, pas
accompanists
tor, will speak at 10 45 am and 6 p m
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
service
The Rev John Penny pastor, will
speak at 11 am service Eddie Ramsey will direct the music with Janeen
Burkeen and Rita Culver as
accompanists
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn evangelist will speak
about 'The Spirit Of Faith' at 1050
a m service and about 'Sins That
Crucified Jesus' at 6 pm. service
*Daily & Weekly Rentals
Song leader will be Jeff Williams
•Clean, Dependable Cars
Salem Baptist
The Rev John Sheppard. pastor,
•Call Us For Rates
will speak at item and 7 p m services Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Phyllis SheEast Main St.
pard as accompanists
753-4461
First Assembly of God
The Rev Jerry Henley, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p m. services
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev Billy Turner, interim pastor, will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
services John Ray will direct the music with Laura Paschall and Faye Ray
as accompanists
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev H D Hudson will speak at
11 a m and 6 p m services Jimmy
Key will direct the song service with
Jennifer Billington as pianist
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev Dennis Norval' pastor, will
speak at 11 a m service Some of the
men will speak at 6 p m with music by
an All Men's Choir Mark Hardison will
direct the music
Marlin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 9 a m service Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist
Trinity Christian
The Rev D R Ballow, pastor, will
speak at 11 a m and 6 p m services
Dexter Baptist
The Rev Paul Bogard, pastor, wilt
speak at 11 a m and 6 o m services
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev Jack Geurin, pastor, will
speak at 11 am and 6 p m six-vices
Bobby Manning will direct the music
with Marge West and Mary Geurin as
accompanists
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev Eugene Burkeen pastor.
will speak at 9 30 am service Judy
Kelso will be organist
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev Terry Powell pastor will
speak at 11 a m and 7 p m services
John Warren Nix will darkt the music
with Wynnona Bun and Daytha Howell as accompanists
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev James E Lewis. pastor
will speak at 11 am and 6 p m
Higher Praise
The Rev E F Clore pastor wilt
speak at 10 30 am and 6 pm
'annoys
Bethany Ilapilot
The Rev David Cunningham. peatoe wit speak at 11 am and 6 pm
services
UØtdieuse ChriMien
Philip Rogers ~New we speak
silt am service at budding at South
ISM and Sicamatil Stelae
Calatirr Taimple
The Ray Darrel Young pastor win
speak at it am end I 30 p in

By James H. Cain

1. One man with courage makes a
majonty.
2. With many, religion is just something
to be used in an emergency.
3. The song of the overcomer:"More and More.
Chnst is my all in all."
4. Many ideas are only
understood by looking backward, but it must
be lived by looking forward.
5. Our thoughts, words,and actions not only mold
us, but they largely
help to mold those about us.
6. Storms make a strong tree —
sufferings make a strong saint.
7. Sign In Shoe Repair Shop: We doctor
shoes, heel them, save their
sole, and attend to their dying needs.

Worship With Us
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service
753-5019 after
Every Sunday, We Are On

Transportation Available - Call

.

4 p.m.

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

. SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
Hwy. 691 North, Murray

CORN-AUSTIN® For Ladies
proudly introduces for the first time
in Murray...
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Collection

lo view this
lIaturing sensational,
wonderful line,
seasonless silks —
please attend our
timeless, updated
premiere showing
classics.
clothing
Quality
Saturday. February 5
that knows no
from 1:00-5:00 p.m.
never
and
season
Our sales representatives
01
(
goes out of style. Build
will he in the store to
‘I
\
a complete wardrobe
introduce the Spring
around basic stlevtions.
.ollection and assist
A look for all occasions.
in your sele. hon.
Available in sizes 4-lb.
LIILIWNIRAIN. • MLIIRAI

,,,
••

•-

,

•
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f•'
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1.= I

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RAMS
1212P1gY AI
$5.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd the
aes. Pia owe ed Rom
'At .1 Ads Mit am ortfoto 5y hOod)
$1 75 pr column Inc h •rtro tor
TuesOoy CShopping Guido.
Reader Adl
254 per word, 1500 minimum
1st clay 54 per word per 4:Sayler
each odclrhonol cons•cuttve
day 81.75 •xlia for Shopper
Mars Caasstflods go Into Shopping Guido ) $200 extra 101
blind box ads

YrzaLaitleiLL2ftePszed
A $200 fee
b• recleireci le molls
any changes tOad after cseadans.

TO PLACE
AN AD
ANNOUNCEME.NIS
010
020
025
030
040
050

Legoi Notice
Notice
Personois
Cora of Thanks
In Memory
LOFf & FOuhd
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
...ivestock & Supplies
Poumy & SUPPlies
Produce
Feed & Seed

190
370
390
400
550

100
110

753- 1916

CALL

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Crillaccee
Situatton Wonted
Business OPPOrtunity
Instruction

060
070

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes tor Pent
RIC
266 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
333Buono's Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
340
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease
360

MERCH A N DISE
Computers
For So.e ca 'rode
Wont To Ei,s,,
Articles For Sate
APPlionces

SERVICES
090
230
250
290
530

insuranc•
Exterminating
&Janes' Services
Heating & Cooling
Services °newt
TRANSPORTATION

470
400
465
490
495
5CC
510
520

ADJUSTMENTS

Motiorcyclet
Auto Senecas
Auto Ports
Used Cots
Voris
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & MOr ors

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

HOMO RTNITIIng4

Annpues
VOCUUT Cleaners
Sewing Mocrrnes
Heavy E00Pment
Sports Et:moment
Firewood
Muscat
Miscefioneous
IV & Pod*
Pets & Si-POfies

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Soie
For Saes or tease
Home Loans
Rsuoi Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Forms For Sae

270
365
420
430
436
440
450
460

Advertisers ore requested lo
check rise ant Insertion al
their ods tor any error. A440/17/
L•dgew
arms MI be responsible tor onty or, Incorrect Insertion. Any error
aboutd be repotted Inwooddefy so corrections ccal be
mode.

OFFICE HOURS;

HOMO! FCX Sate

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wontea

Mon.-Ftt. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
'Docklino• ono 2 days
In advanced

Gin

SIC

AS SEEN ON T V
INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL
The Calloway County Board of Education
will receive sealed bids for gasoline and
diesel for the Calloway County School District until 1:30 p.m. on the 11th of February
1994.
Specifications will be on file in the Calloway
County Board of Education office building,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain
the necessary forms there.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
so ExPERiENCE
err DEO

ALLIANCE
RAC Oil meals MANING GOOF
TN

1-800-334-1203
IS your money earning 3 or
4%/ With us it will earn 15
to 20% for more informa
bon call 901 642 1616 day
or night ask for Earl

The Board reserves the right to reject any or
all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 191

NOTICE
In accordance with the requirements of the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, as
set out in 807 KAR 5:011, Section 10, notice
is hereby given the customers of South 641
Water District ofan increase to the Districts
rate schedule as set forth herein.
Current Non-recurring Charges
$350
Water Tap On Fee
$135
Sewer Tap On Fee

Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Maier MedKal Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Insurance

The rates contained in this notice are the
rates proposed by the South 641 Water
District. However, the Public Service Commission may order rates to be charged that
differ from these proposed rates.Such action
may result in rates for consumers other than
the rates in this notice.

OPEN FEB. 10 PIZZA
MAGIC, AURORA Open
Thursday, Friday 8 Saturday at 5prn Closed Sunday
thru Wednesday Pizza salads hot sandwiches,
gyros breadsticks Dine-in
Or carry Out 474-8119,
1-800-649 3804

Node*

&Ake

025
Pansonals
MEET nice singles ire
names phone es Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000

I would like to thank the lady
who assisted my husband
who fell at Super America
on Sunday at noon Jan
30th Also anyone who saw
the accident please call
489 2905
ale

Noma Jeane's Nails

SEARS

Etnet Mat Kaiser

Hot Wax
Treat
Yourself Manicure

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

You art lava and
remernbatd on your
Birthday You =lain
in sty titan terry day'

753i-11.37

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page

t

753-8107

We are seeking ndivictuals with strong
backaccounting
grounds Must have a
degree in business, be
computer literate and
have a minimum of
three years working
experience in accounting Please send your
resume to Paschall
Truck Lines, Inc. Department F, PO Box
1889, Murray, KY
42071. We are an equal
emopportunity
ployer.

NISCHAU.TRtKK IMES,INC

PARTTIkAE clerical post
hon computer skills re
quired local non profit organization,EOE Send re
sume to PO Box 1040 V
Murray KY 42071

PARTTIME arobros instruc
to warned for the Benton
area 527 0171
WANTED Experienced
pest control or termite tech
nician certification pre
ferred Send resume to PO
Box 328 Murray, Ky 42071
or call 753-3914
7 30arn 4 30pm

GRAPHIC layout & design
position available Fluent
on PiAcintosh computers re
clewed Salary & benefits
comparable to experience
Send resume to Computer
Graphics/Copy Plus 1411
Main St Murray KY 42071
HELP wanted Eastside BP
119 E Main Ideal for retired
perscia No phone calls

NOTICE
Due to the Sheriffs office closing
the tax books during the first
part of January for audits the
10% penalty will not be added
until after February 18, 1994.

MurrayeStateUniversity
\ Matt@ Ethic- Eti6ii[AgEk eaoli /

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the fu
tune and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frve days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This proect is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council JTPA
DRIVERS Over The Road
Conventional Equipment
Flats W Sides 1 year experience required start
27-34 CPM Benefits Call
800 444 6648

LOST arOung North
Elementary area Black I.
male dog wen a blue collar
Go•s by Lucky
7538490 or 753 0359
LOST agnr bore brushed
*Mho pc•••I ups mod
Call 489 2397 Worts
4 00em 499 2484 after
4 004wn

RESIDENT advisors for six
week program Must be 21
years of age have com
pee)two years college with
cumulative 2 5 GPA UB
and resident advisor exper
once preferred Send letter
of application, resume with
names and phone numbers
of two references and copy
of transcript to Upward
Bound, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
by Feb 28 1994 MSU
does not discriminate on
the basis of race color
nationality origin sex or
handicap

Slate

Murray KY
7e.

1994

Thursdays, 700-9:00 p.m.
March 3, 10, 24, 31, April 7, 14
$25/person: 840/married couple

ADVANCED
WORDPERFECT

ESTATE PLANNING

ver5.1; Mondays, 6:00-9:00 p.m
March 7, 14, 28, April 4
890, 1.2 CEU

Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 p.m_
Feb. 8, 15, 22, Mar. 1
830/person. 850/married couple

BEGINNING LOTUS 1•2•3

To register or for additional information:
Contact John B. Griffin
MSC's Office of Community Education
207 Collins Center
Murray, KY 42071
762-2160; or 1-800-669-7654

4E4 croft Moor Lamm
Tainos top bet Ps Id trotimit rev.
11.1 Omer lam OP
.w 1,.• lot %
Dam 808
oft

WI

SA T

T IP 14 MIDNIGHT

100
Business
OpporiunIty
OFFICE or business buildrig with adorning duplex
1138 115 South 13th St on
the NE corner of 13th &
Poplar Call 502-753-6001

ANTIQUES by the piece Of
collections Call 753-943.3
after 5prn

We represent several top rated companies to
give you the best possible rates, benefits, and
service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE

4 companies

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSNG HOME INSURANCE _ 6 companies
CANCER INSURANCE

3 companies

ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUMES

4 companies

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

(1011
11111

11111,
GRANDMOM,

Happy
Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family! 0
Love,
Kristin
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SEWING sobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061

With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

daawyrnolo on Ihe bre or
roe caller naserease
g. as. 0. handka.

WANTED... Post how imiluswn
ass. farialhorly' Osoilarselion

NEED EXTRA CASH
needed? Ambitious person
to help w,sales Work full or
part time Excellent pay No
experience necessary For
info send name 8 phone 11
to Pt 7 Box 109 Murray
Ky42071

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns 8 tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

suRPRisE youR vALENTINE
Iii

You're sweet as candy, (11111
I'm glad you are near.
I just think your dandy. 11111
.N.ou need me I'm here.

Love ya always,
BTO

sill
11111

'411I
4111.

DormEnTowN

LICENSED Cosmotoloost
Fulltime position
753 3688

WILL do house cleaning
Have references Cali
474 2131 after 3prn ask tor
Betty or leave message

Please call us the next time you need any of the
above insurance. Over 2,000 people already
have their insurance with us and we appreciate their business.

ver2.2, Mondays, 6-00-9-00 p.m
April 11, 18, 25, May 2
$90. 1.2 CEU

One**.Vty

Nuaroloss Material

sales
FULLTiME
management positions
available College degree
preferred sales experience
helpful but not required If
interested call 753-2845
between 8 30am-5 Opm
Mon-Fri

CAREGIVER male mature expenenced
wit saihelp with sick daabled elderly in hospital or
home errands grocery
shop, etc Excellent references - 753-6495 if no
answer. leave message on
answering machine and Ili
return your call

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

ver5 1, Mondays, 6:00-9:00 p.m.
February 7, 14, 21, 28
$90, 1.2 CEU

42071 by Feb

.
44SU

EASY work! Excellent pay,
You II smile when you de
posit hundreds weekly,
Hurry limited otter, Call for
amazing recorded massage 606-284 7806

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experierced references Call
Linda 7599553

For Personal and Professional Development
INVESTMENT
BEGINNING
OPPORTUNITIES
WORDPERFECT

TEACHERS for science
math English social stu
dies reading computers
for six week program Ba
cheiors degree in educe
ton valid high school 9 12
certification and experi
ergo working with disad
vantaged students pre
twee Send letter of appli
cation resume names
and phone numbers of two
riflerences me copy of ear
becason io Upward Bound
Murray

WILDLIFE,
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hang For
info call 219.794-0010 ext
7159 8am 9pm 7 days

offers Community Education courses...

EARN up to 5.3000-thci pro
cessing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 569 1962

lemon

10

COMPUTER Service
Technician Knowledge in
system configuration MSDOS and Windows Must
be able to install peripheral
devices and do some minor
system repair Good inter
personal skills, a must
Send resume to PO Box
1022 Murray KY 42071

PAPA Johns Pizza in Ma.rr
ray a hiring a shift leader
Preferred pizza or manage
merit experience Apply a
person Dixieland Center

753-4199
"free local dual service-

030

Apply to
P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, KY 42071

Jerry McConnell

Proposed Non-recurring Charges
$450
Water Tap On Fee
$350
Sewer Tap On Fee

Any corporation, association, body politic or
person may by motion within thirty (30)
days after publication or mailing of notice of
the proposed rate changes request leave to
intervene. The motion shall be submitted to
the Public Service Commission, 730
Schenkel Lane, PO Box 615, Frankfort, Ky.
40602, and shall set forth in the grounds for
the request including the status and interest
of the party. Intervenors may obtain copies
of the application and testimony by contacting the applicant at a name and address
stated in this notice. A copy of the application and testimony shall be available for
public inspection at the utility's office.

Experienced
Meat
Cutter needed, full
time
position.

.5--

The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid opening.

30 set

INMAN
& CAINAN

Help
Waned

Legal
Notice

Win

in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope tor the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Loyelines(no
Nil tiring

more than 20 words).

All ad. ',not he pre paid

Deadlorse for rewire of Photos fr I oveltnre Is Noon. llomrs, fob. 10th.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

17'

140

Adis,
Per Ilis

Sale
Tip SIN
1 OR 25r house ri the
country on main highway
Priced reasonable Phone
436 2169 after 5pm

BLACK sequin dress size
10 II teal tormai also Cal
7536469
BODY oonditioner • boner
Call
5 unites in 1
502 753-6001

CASH for mobire home
tire$ • axles 436 2578
901-644 0679

BOGARD trucking and to
inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828

CASH paid for good used
rifles shoguns and pie
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

CAMCORDER excellent
condioon Call 437 4327

NOW buying &seeded prom
dressed Carter s 300
Man St kAurray

CLAWFOOT bathtub good
condition $100 753 2171

10 FT brake Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436 2701

CRAFT supplies: Priced
to sell until stock a gone
Includes numerous aat4
books of all types pants
trainers craft kits hoop
frames design stamps
license plates ribbons
dried flowers floral acces
sones fabric dye deco
laces studs & misc 702
Main St Mon Fri garn 2pm
759 1965

ANTIQUES Beck walnut
vanity s. length oak bed
walnut wardrobe Merit
condibon 345 2382
ATTENTION customers
Enroll to buy your Stanley
products at wholesale
price No investment For
info send name 8 phone
to SHP 1503 Chaucer Dr
lAurray, Ky 42071

ale ma
reliable
ck dsab
ospital or
grocery
ent refer
15 it no
ssage on
es and I II

cleaning
es Call
im ask for
essage

and re
ns & ruse
and Se*
1608 N
1-6981

anted, inI wear

FRUSTRATION pencils
tracing figures book
marks magnets HEtS Rt 1
Hardin KY 42048

BAHAMA CRUISE. 5
nights Uncle(
days
booked. Must sell ,
$279 Couple Limited tick
ets (407) 767 8100 ext
4395 Mon Sat 9am-10pm
BAHAMA cruse for a coo
pie 5 days 4 nights $250
Must be taken by July 30
Must sell. Call 437 4525
after 6pm

MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct. Ask ab
out our Repads. Smith Mat
Factory
tress
502 851 3160
NEW metal siding 8 roof mg Cover 36" out to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gaNalume Secondary
if available Portable can
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing — $25.00
Tax Returns Prepared —
Simple Return $35.00

KDL Bookkeeping &
Payroll Service
Kathy Lee
502-474-2796

I

GARAGE door 165 7
steel Cal 502 753 6001
HUMMEL figurines for
Sale Cal 759 9338
SAUNA dry heat with a
Call
vibrating bed
502 753 5001
SUN tanning beds new
used financing available
Parts service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
9 2 7 4
7 5 3
1 KO 540 9790

1E1

Maas
Furnishings

QUEEN sae waterbed with
new headboard sole &
Ouse 489-2640 after 5prn
QUEEN size hide •bed
couch 8 large coffee table
753 6747

EIS
Aralquee
ANTIQUE round oak table
with scroll feet and tour oak
chairs $450 753 5949

J D 7000 6 30 Notil
planter pateless monitor
753 4678

PARTS
APPLIANCE
To Fit Most Major Brands
1000's of New and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
i„.tcapoint

ngiclaire
GE

Kitchen ka
Sears

0
,kihint

)arues
ernes
ernes
ernes
elites
Nrues
lames

)(the
eady
rred-

rig

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD also tree service Cal 436 2562
SEASONED firewood for
sale $30-rick 436 2458

NAGOYA Suzuki violin
size $350 753 5723
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk. 753 9600

NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hose
ing Apply in parson at
Southside Manor 906
Broad St Extended be
tiseen Barn 12noon No
phone calla pease Equal
Housing Opportunity

1993 GATEWAY 3.400.130
Hone 14160 21w 1 bath
compl•telty furnished
502 753 7753 after sale
30 days possession
CUMMINGS Wier POiei
Sp•Clatirtrig fl mobee
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027 .
ENERGY efficient homes
at special discount prices
See the Housing LeaderDinkins Mobile Homes
Inc 2427 E Wood St
Paps TN 1 803 642 4891

SUMMERS corning beau
Nut take duplex boat ramp
sect 2tx rid hook up
15enon horn Murray Top
6.350/mo bottom $275ard
527-9639

klecallarecui
KILL ROACHES! Buy EN
FORCER OverNite Roach
Spray or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back GUARANTEED, Available at Coast
to Coast 604 N 12th St
Murray KY

Tappan
Alay7ag

12565 central ha water
lurnished Private lot
clean 1 mile East 94
14X65 central ha city we
ter clean 2 miles East 94
753 7374
28R Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753 9898
2BR stove & refrigerator
furnished gas central h -a.
$200 mo $200 deposit
firm 12 miles east of Mur
Hwy 94 & 497
ray
474 2100

SHADY Oaks 2 or 31w
electric or gas Walking cis
tance to college 753 5209

Court Square

753-1713

Murray

K T I and Associates otter
ing a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only a Classified Line
3 days get 1 day

days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days free_y

Coleman

COMMERCIAL building for
rent Great location zoned
right Available immedi
ably 404 So 12th St
753-7435 days 753 3966
nights
DOWNTOWN office
space Court Square
upstairs beginning at $100
ncludes utilities Call De
bby at 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

• 2 3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 252
Pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm
'BR good heat & ac low
utilities $200imo 631 N
4th 753 2339 or 753 8767
1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
53 9848
• OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753 4109
2BR duplex in Northwood
$325 mo 759 4406

V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

38R 2 full bath duplex
good area $4251mo depo
Sit & references No pets
435 4214 after 5pm

Call

916
753-1
to place your ad.

pe
building
posit No pets 75.,

4BR 2 bath apts available
for Jan occupancy Centel
h a applicances furnished
Located on Diuguid Cole
man RE 753-9898
BEAUTIFUL lbr
'rent Koh
water
r

up
4 after
anytime

EFFICENCY apartment
eater & garbage paid
$100mo 753 5980
EMBASSY 2br central
gas appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
I 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
rooms handicap access,
tile Equal Housing Opp°,
Sanity Apply Hada* Apts
or call
Hardin
Ky
502 437 4113

AVAS Aviary 515S 71h St
KY 42071
Murray
759 4119 Marrs Evenings
alter 6 30 Sat 1 306 00
Sun 12 00 5 00 Birds
seed toys accessores
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray tor over
12y rs 436-2858
PEGS Dog Grooming
753 2915

IS. PRIME acres on Coles
Campground Rd Option
available on 30 additional
acres with road frontage
Principals only Call Lou at
753 6869
PROPERTY now available
on Chestnut near the uni
verstly Building approsi
matey 4 003 sq h and lot
approximately 400 feet
deep Call Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
502 753 1492
58 ACRES of prime dove
lcoment land Southwest
side or Murray 759 9247
A seven acre tract located 4
miles south of Murray
Copy of survey at Century
21 Loretta „lobs Realtors
753 1492 call us

2BR with attached garage
deep lot 711 Payne St
$350,mo 753 2339 or
753-8767

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

4BR 2 bath fully furnished
lakefront deck whirlpool
tub weekly or monthly
Coleman RE
rates
753 9898

LOOKING to buy secluded
house with wooded
acreage Fixer upper with
shop & or out building a
plus 753 7585 anytime

4BR with gas heat extra
nice large yard 605 Syca
more $400mo 753 2339
or 753 8767

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753 6156

2BR house on So 7th St
$350mo lease & deposit
required 753 4109

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3br, 2 bath brick $650/mo
lease & deposit required
753 0419

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:

SAVE!

Car

MOBILE home lots tor rent
492 8488

2BR townhouse new spa
opus all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753 4573

Take Advantage
01 This
Sale and

s‘l
wood
month de
No pets

Mood.
Home Lots For flint

800 2200S0 ft
RE 753 9898

Magic Cher

WARD ELKINS

VERY nice
Pea &PON
central

OWNER being transferred
3.10
& would like a quick sale on
this beautiful 1993 double
wide 1820 square feet mo
tee home with vaulted ceil
1614 OLIVE all utilities
ing 8 stone fireplace 3br 2
furnished kitchen & Irving
bath fenced yard A back room privileges Coleman
deck in quiet area past RE 753 9898
minutes from town Offered
in mid $40 s through Kop
perud Realty 753 1222
MLSe 5,
116

3BR 2 bath trailer for rent
489 2525 or 753 8101

FREE

111114•11=6

1993 14X80 Ardmore 3br
2 bath central as gas heat
750 9914

4 CAR garage with office
paved lot 753 4509
Amapa
wastr-griouse

tes to
and

NICE duplex 2br central
fve appliances furnished
Coleman RE 7539898

ROBERTS Realty Calloway County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 , Syca
more and 12th St
SURVEYED 68 acres lo
cated north of town lolling
terrain treed lot nice build
ing sites Call Century 21
Loretta Job Realtors
753 1492

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905
2 QUALITY lots for sale
Ira„ers
Prestigious Southwest Villa
STORAGE
- subdivision Al city utilities
75.3-7888
available Great building
spots Call Professional
Real Estate 759 1591

BULL crossbred regis
ered blood lines '. Charo
ars . White Face Service
age 436 5598

CORNER lot for sale Mo
bile homes ok All city Lint
ties available Call Proles
sional Real Estate
759 1591

LOT & 14 in Southwest
Villa Subdivision 1505 140
MIXED hay Alfalfa Ti trees all utilities available
mothy, 8 Fescue Square Call 502 753 6001
bales. 345 2196

REGISTERED 3yr old SIT
mental bull easy caNer,
$1000 Call 4365.413 before 3pm
1304 Olive Blvd Escellen
Blvd location 2 story cob
nal with columns LR for
mal dining library large
kitchen with island & pan
SQUARE bales hay $1 50 try large family room with
5br 2 full 2 Yi
fireplace
Jap & Fescue $1 25
Fescue 759 9060 call after baths utility room patio 2
car garage Call for appt
5pm
753 7689

ROUND bales of grass
$21461 Square bales of
$2 50-bale
clover
753-8848 before 9pm

Used
Tanta

Rams
kw ads

Pete
8.001ms

AT Stud AKC Odle AKC
Cocker Spaniel Cal
750 1683

al gas heat & air

3 piece or
753-9433

I?

12X60 NEW natural gas
heeler 21w I bath needs
work
62 500 obo
345 2111

NEW 21w dupes with capon and outside storage
de$435 mo plus lease
posit Cal 7537951

Mobile
homes For Rent

210

201

ass build
2 duplex
13th St on
if 13th 8
'53-6001

12X60 28 real nice well
when care of $7000 Cal
Mon Fri 753-9428

1:11

Avz

Waft
Nome Per Sete
WM
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Kurgswood
38R home
Subdivision Southwest
School District Irving room
den & lutchen combination
v bath Cal 753 0539
after 5 30pm or leave
Metfairil

3BR home on well shaded
acre lot South 121 6
miles Immediate posses
son 436 2521
ATTRACTIVE "light and
airy' be level ranch °tering
eel comfort open fiuor
plan cozy hearth gracious
living room and family
room freshly painted inter
rsa it92
Or 870's raw .
Century 21 Lorena Jobs
Realtors
CAMPUS CLOSE 3br
county blue home with
deep lot 8 garage Boasts
affordable fine quality Gas
heating Offered in mid
$40s through Kopperud
Realty 753 1222 MLSe
5406

1984 CHRYSLER New
Yorker fully loafed with
Michelin ores 753 3209
1906 DODGE Ares Foul
door ac cress tilt new
tires $1200 firm Cali
753 3815 after 1 00pm
1986 MERCURY Sable
GS new Ores runs & looks
good ett auto windows
seats rear dehost arc
heat good interior cas
sells radio 4ch silver
82 900 759 9196
1992 BUICK Roadmasier
garage kept 29 XXX miles
4444410W Jamey
,waver*
pw pl Cf U450 tilt ABS
airbag 350 VS with 25.
MPG on highway
753 3304

ton
1 989 CHEVY
shoreted 350 auto ac pa
pi) p1 let cruise excellent
condition 50xxx miles
Asking
$ 96 0 0
502 435 4547

;ilia Hauling moving
dean up odd robs tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free esti
Tim Lamb
mates
436 5744

1993 BUICK Regal white
11 XXX miles asking
$14800 759 1919

1993 LINCOLN Towncar
fully equipped everything
except car phone Color
IMMEDIATE possession taupe pearlescent with
could be yours in this great leather interior Take over
31w 2 bath brick ranch with payments or best offer Call
many recent improve '53 2651 from Sam to 8pm
trim
utt
andinciu
en ts
ersnes:Cvuirnityyl
ing
shcl

doors remodeled baths
Spacious living and dining
areas Priced in the low
80s MIS 5299 Call Kop
Realty
perud
753 1222for more info and
your showing today
INVESTORS/Home Buy•rs Newly redecorated
3 4tx home, new root new
carpet newly painted in
side & out storm windows
gas heat. 1 .4 baths Priced
to sell 29.500 Call Proles
sional Real Estate
759 1591
TWO story 3br 2 i bath
brick home with carport
Located in Whitnell Es
tales This lovely home has
a large living room dining
room complex as well as a
large kitchen and family
room with fireplace The
master bedroom has a
large bathroom wrwalk in
closet Two bedrooms are
connected by a large bath
room and one bedroom has
a walk in closet The par
tally finished attic a perfect
for a workroom or play
room The outside is sur
rounded by beauty Must
see to believe Shown by
appointment only
753 4370

1987 SILVERADO Pickup
See at 1610 Kirkwood Dr
Murray

1 1 I A Hauling tree trim
ci
fling bee remov0—
ing Out sheds attics & odd
lobs Free estimates
436 2102 Luke Lamb
Al IA teal raking & mulch
ing light hauling 436 2528
ask tor Mark
Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mos,
Free estimates
ing
759 1683
Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing
Free estimates
759 1663
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495

Qun
(SUBDIVIRSION
New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

Save 19.94%

-

Dibcounted lot prices from $9,500
through February!
Own,'!imam ing Available'

Call 753-3387 for Details

Every Tuesday Night at
Door.

•t

7:00

Oa

Knight. of Columbus Hall
ey ea ,ves! to Johnrn, R0041•250
,Road
Sq Hale ROW 1,4
south to sq Heal Row, nem
753-0466

WELL maintained 3br brick
lust west of the university.
separate utility, gas heat,
deep lot priced $40 000s
Call Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors 75,3 1492

RV*

NON PRO, 1 ORGAN/M.0N

OPE N TO 1HE PUBI mc

Murray

P.O. Box 1033

Amenca's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
1989 HONDA Razz Sototer black very low miles
759-1235

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates In Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
4 WHEELS for sale Like
new fits Ford tear drop
look Alter 5pm 753 2627

MIRROR MOTORS,INC.

1971 SUPER Sport Cam
ero needs work $1,500
753-0578 days
1979 FORD LTD good
dependable car $800
492 8298 leave message
1985 CAMERO Z28 50
liter 12 XXX miles but
good condibon Dark blue
all power except T tops
very clean outside 8 inside
$3000 759 1235

Eddie Linn

Cerala I ...in

753-5315
*

BODY SHOP

*

All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction!
Rental Cars AvalUble
Work On All Makes & Models - Foreign or Domeier

SALES
AUTOMOBILE
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY
We will teach you how to sell the exctling new
Chevrolets, Geo's and Toyotas and make big
$UESS Murray's most progressive and high
paying new car Dealer now seeks sales
people wrlh no experience...

VOL C.NTEER HOMES INC.

•

- -4—

Hwy. 79 East

Paris, Tennessee

(901) 642-4466

4 Days Only! Feb. 9th-12th

Yes NO EXPERIENCE
If you have ever tried to get into the Automobile business and were turned down because
of no experience NOW is your chance We
are looking for people who could be trained to
sell cars our way
THE PROFESSIONAL WAY
WE OFFER
.Exciting Training Program
.Paid Vacation
•Rosprtalization Plan
.Excellent Pay Plan + Bonus
.Fantastic New & Used Car Inventory

• Do We Have A ID

Sweetheart of a Deal
• for You!!
"Special Financing"

SUPERB OPPORTUNITY TO
ADVANCE INTO MANAGEMENT

EARN UP TO
30,000/50,000 1ST YEAR

7.99% APR - Only 5%

Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,
Toyota of Murray

Down Payment with No Payment
Until May 19941

have contracted a Professional sales trainer
from Louisville, Ky , to do all their screening
and training

Easy Credit Approval

Interview will be held Monday, Feb. 7,
Tuesday, Feb. 8 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. al
Holiday inn • Mayfield
1101 Housman St

Node.: Used homes are in high demand,
Professions/ Appraisers will be on duly offenrg
•scepoonal value for your trade paid for or
not Please bring your title or payment book

No Phone Calls Please
Equal Oppt Employer

Quality Pr.-Owned Homes Will Be Drastically Reduced For
Thls Special Event! Prices Starling at 8999

.
GA4

/4

FRIDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

FEBRUARY a

'.j94

Social Security representative
scheduled to be in Murray Feb. 8

HOROSCOPES
•

ALL gutters 11, ivaves
cleaned Leaf pickup &
hauling Cali David Bailey
at Sarfaii Lawn Care
753 6986
ALPHA Builders Careen
try remodeling porches
concrete drive
ways painting mainte
nance etc Free estimates
489 2303

roofing

ANTENNA Repay and in
sueation Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
lennas rOlOre Ind amplifiers Beasley s Antenna
Service. Buchanan.
901 642 4077

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Pcvcries it

Clocks
avaaabie wan mete fool

Saver roof coatng
WM. root coating
Eveaock

vinyl
unclorpening

Rok underpinning
Dade windows, metal

floor repair

HEATING Ron Hall Heat
ing Cooling and Electric
Co Service untt replace
event and complete Inslall
bon licensed gas tristaller
Phone 435 4699

T C Dinh Repair & Main*
rianoe ElecIncal Cleaning
Sewers 1210 Main Street
753 1252 office 753 0606
753 5705 after Spim

LEE'S CARPET CLEARING 'Serving Calloway Co
for 22 years' Carpets
Upholstery Emergency
water removal 753 5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

THE Gutter Co SearnfeSS
gutters. Vlifftli
Licensed, insured Estimate available
759 4690
aluminum
of COICNS

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning.
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1 Alm° Open 9 12 1-5.
Mon Fri 753 0530

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Cali
436 5255
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Cab
474 2307

WILL dean houses rea
vocable rates references
437 4064
WINDOW & door repair
20yrs experience
753 2330

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHEETROCK finIshing
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with hall
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753-5-48-4

SIAMESE mixed 1 yrs
old, all shots, completely
house broke Free to good
home 753 6747 or
753-7232

Miller furnace El ea
condeonni;

Phone (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
RN Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30x years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436 5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759 1515
BACKHOE Service. corn
dote foundabons, septc
systems R,H Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492 8516
BACK HOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran753- 1134 or
teed
436 5832
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759 4754

Attentiwz
Classified Advertisers!
is a handy diprunning each Mon.
.. out section
dassifieds.
You get a
day in the
2x1 display ad, regularly priced
at $1000. for

mr

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 Weeks)

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

D A T Construction Re
modeling additions decks
siding fences electrical ti
plumbing 436 2744
436 5007
ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stabation (5021 435-4.699,
435-4327
EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 4362060

BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOHLER

<16Cada-

NISI=

Service Caner

Opening For Business Feb. 21st

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

Also Repair Work

BCS Tillers
Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

753-2925

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding
vinyl replacement windows vinyl flooring
436-2052

r•terdax. Noir and HMV
rctrt s•a p:u) Si pnaign end hendling is%a. xa 14 I Slake Otedo ftxtattle

A representative from the May'
field Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday. Feb 8.
10:30 a.m unul 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Sccunty:
'Before getting his or her first
job. because a Social Sccunty number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
weeks before It will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see
if survivor benefits can be paid.
'When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement -- at65 for full rate
benefits or as early as 62 for reduced
benefits. Sign up for Medicare 2 or 3
months before 65 even if there are

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classfiecls every dcry,incI uding the Shopper
for S 160a month (paid in odvOnCe)

Call 753-1916 for details.

Protect Your Number One Investment

dm!

JIM DAY PAINTING
PAPERHANGING
Fres Estenaws
Rae.

Tiverworea

753-4931

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

WOOD WORKS
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Computer Cut Vinyl. Logos and Letters Custom
Banners. Plywood Sgns. Magneoc Signs Vehicle
Lettering, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs. Office Segnage, Greeting and Advertising
Posters. Sandblasted Redwood Signs, Architectural
Signs Metal and Foam Letters, Bronze Plaques, Trade
Show SignsiDisplays. Any Custom Wood Works

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax

•Q874 V 106 K8514 A1096
4 •AK6 K.195• 1(11474247
I. Double. Competitive bidding
for partscores receives short shrift
from most tear-hers and writers,
m matly because game and slam hands
are far more interesting to discuss
than partscores Hov.:ever.considering that half the deals in bridge
tin nogame for either side. partseore
inds merit far more attention than
nil;customarily receive.
Let's say that in a given hand you
can make three clubs and the opponentscan make two hearts. If you let
them play t wo hearts unopposed,they
will iscore60 below the line instead of
your scoring 60. Since this will then
make it that much easier for the
opponents(rat her than you)to score
a game on a subsequent deal by completing the partscore. your total loss
in the average rubber will come to
about 300 points. Your savings will
he somewhat smaller if you fail to
make your contract. but since you
will have prevented the opposition
from making theirs you will still be
significantly better off.

We Accept MasterCard 4 Visa

CuSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CuSTOW WOODWORIONG

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
448i SUNBURY

MURRAY ;Bernd iltatny Stye,
7535940

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Such swings are substantial and
emphasize the importance of fighting for and against partscores. Here
North is bound to have some of the
missing high cards —judging from
the early halt by the enemy — so a
double for takeout is strongly indicated. North prObably has a singleton heart and is therefore likely to
have a five-card suit. It would he a
serious mistake tosel I out socheaply.
2. Two spades. Ordinarily, this
would be a dangerourt overcall, hut
most of the risk has been reduced by
the inference that partner has some
values,To permit East-West to make
a.comfortable partscore. when you
yourself may have one would be an
even greater risk and you should not
close your eyes to it.
3. Double. True. ›rn—have only
nine high-card points. but the hand
will be worth Much more than that
after part ner responds in one of your
suits. North is almost certain to have
seven to 11 points, and he can probably make eight or nine tricks in a
suit contracts.
4. Pass. You're not absolutely required to comiiete when the bidding
diesat a low level.and whether to do

ao naturally dep-enda od your hand.
Here a paionit Indicated because 111
you hove gleat defense seminal two
hearty and 121 it is too dangerous
ea her to di ititile-f,r takeout I pa rt

It's Our Tax Dollars!
City and county governments don't like
having to publish
financial statements in
the newspapers. But
Kentuckians disagiee!
87% said it is important for governments
to publish how tax
dollars are spent.
Slkaiprr Attitudes in Kentucky, IFNI
The Preston ()fakir. Lexington, Ky
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GENERAL Repair plumbing roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436 2701
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Peppers Cadillac has
the 1994 Fleetwood that makes
a more powerful statement.
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• America's longest, roomiest
production automobile
• New 260-hp, 5.7 liter V8 with
335 lbs-ft of torque
• 100,000 miles until the first tune-up
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•Outstanding trailer-towing capability
• Speed-Sensitive (EVO) Steering
• Anti-lock brakes,full-range Traction Control
• Power front seat adjusters and recliner
• Dual front air bags'

And SmartLease®
makes a powerful statement:

$419
24 MONTHS
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DOWN"

$33 995
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Peppers Cadillac
2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 / 1-800-323-3229
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. S. the 35th day of 1994. There are 330 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4, 1789, electors unanimously chose George Washington to
be the first president of the United States (however, the results of the
election were not tabulated until April 6).
On this date:
In 1783, Britain declared a formal end to hostilities with its former
colony, the United States of America.
In 1801, John Marshall was sworn in as chief justice of the United
States.
In 1861, delegates from six southern states met in Montgomery,
Ala., to form the Confederate States of America.
In 1974, newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst was kidnapped from her
apartment in Berkeley, Calif., by members of the Symbionese Liberauon Army.
In 1975, more than 22,000 people died when a severe earthquake
struck Guatemala and Honduras.
In 1982, President Reagan announced a plan to eliminate all
medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe.
In 1983, singer Karen Carpenter, who had suffered from the eating
disorder anorexia nervosa, died of cardiac arrest in Downey, Calif., at
age 32.
In 1987, pianist Liberace died at his Palm Springs, Calif., home at
age 67 of AIDS-related complications.
Ten years ago: Space officials delayed the launch of a second satellite from the shuttle "Challenger." one day after the first satellite
misfired and disappeared after deployment.
Five years ago: Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadzt
wrapped up four days of high-level talks in China, the first visit by a
Soviet foreign minister in three decades.
One year ago: A jury in Atlanta found General Motors negligent in
the fuel-tank design of a pickup truck and awarded $105.2 million to
the parents of a teen-ager killed in a fiery 1989 crash.(GM is seeking
a new trial.)
Today's Birthdays: Actress-director Ida Lupin° is 76. Feminist
author Beuy Fnedan is 73. Actor Conrad Bain is 71. Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Michigan, is 56. Comedian David Brenner is 49. Former Vice
President Dan Quayle is 47. Rock singer Alice Cooper is 46. Actress
Lisa Eichorn is 42.
Thought for Today: "Your friend will argue with you." — Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Russian writer (1918- ).

Tea years ago
Randall B. Pauerson, president
of Dees Bank of Hazel since
1972, is pictured receiving a
plaque in honor of his 22 years of
service to the bank. Making the
presentation is Bobby J. Latimer,
vice president for two years and
now president of the bank.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital began us annual Hospice
Training sessions on Feb. 6,
according to Nancy Rose, Hospice director.
Don Brock talked about his
memories and mementos from
three years as a short-term
Methodist missionary in Liberia
at a meeting of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Barry Knight of Calloway
County High School has been
named to the First-Team All
State Cross Country Team. His
coach is Donnie Dortch.

Twenty years ago
Spring semester enrollment at
Murray State Unviersity has
reached 6.640 with a few more
students in workshops and extension classes yet to be added to
the total.
Airman Harrel Z. Bramley, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James L. BramIcy, has been assigned to Chanute
Air Force Base, Illinois.
In high school basketball
games, Murray High Tigers beat
South Marshall Rebels and Calloway County Lakers beat North
Marshall Jets High team scorers
were Danny Hudspeth for Murray, Larry McGregor for South
Marshall, James Wells for Calloway and Smith for North
Marshall.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority has chosen Libby Conley as Valentine
Queen for this year.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
opened its February session on
Feb. 3 with Judge Earl Osborne
presiding.
An average of S39 42 per
hundrcd weight was reported for
the sale of dark fired tobacco on
Feb. 3 on the Murray Market,
according to 011ie Barnett, government reporter for the Murray.
Market
Mrs. Sylvia Atkins, social
worker for Kentucky Department
of Child Welfare, spoke about
"Progress Through Juvenile Protection" at a meeting of Kirksey
School PTA.
The Rev. William Porter has
been named as minister of First
Christian Church.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Trigg County in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Sammy Housden for

Calloway and Kenny Rodgers for
Trigg.
Forty years ago
Army Sgt. Joe M. Knight, son
of Mrs. Eume Knight of Murray,
is pictured standing guard outside
U.S. Secretary of State John Foster Dulles' office at Berlin Command Headquarters during Bib
Four Foreign Ministers Talks at
Berlin, Germany. He was
selected for this special duty.
Robbie Jo Parks, Ardath Boyd,
Meredith Rogers and Gladys Linn
are four of 25 an students at
Murray State College who are
displaying their an creations in
the semi-annual Student Jury
Exhibition at Fine Arts Building.
Murray State College.
Mrs. Monroe Mitchell presented a lesson on "Gardening" at
a meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at the home of
Mrs. Wave' Walker.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY I recall reading
several letters in your column some
time ago(perhaps four or five years'
in which you said Native Amencan
Indian men were exceptionally good
lovers.
This subject is very interesting
to me. I would appreciate it if you
would kindly print those letters
again.
Thanking you in advance. I am
signing my name, but if this is
printed in your column, please sign
it ..
L.R IN TUCSON, ARIZ.
DEAR L.R.: The column to
which you refer has had two
"curtain calls" to date, but here

is the key to making him a superior
lover. His daily acts of kindness,
consideration and respect for her
demonstrate his love.
While we recognize that the sex
act may send a man's mind afloat
for a few fleeting moments, it is but
a minute part of the overall act of
love.
The above code of behavior, plus
the American Indian's respect for
women, have been passed on from
father to son.
I personally have 15 children
and I am an Objibway Indian,
DENNIS J. BANKS
•• •

it is again:
DEAR ABBY When "Ed in East
Illinois" asked you if it was true
that Indian men were superior to
white men in the art of lovemaking.
you suggested that he contact either
the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the
American Indian Movement.
Since I am the executive director
of the American Indian Movement,
I feel it is my duty to respond.
For the Indian man, love- does
not begin when the lights go out or
when pot or liquor is consumed, and
it is not confined to the bedroom or
any other hidden place
The way the Indian man treats
his wife throughout their rnamage

DEAR ABBY: May I answer "Ed

DAILY COMICS

in East Illinois." who asked: is it
true that closely guarded tribal
secrets on how to please a woman an.
passed from father to son, making
Indians better lovers than whit,men?"
First the white men took all the
Indian's land and some of his
women. Now they want the Indian's
"love secrets." too. I say. "No way!"
The Indian needs something to call
his own.

IIALF-BIAX)DED INDIAN
• ••

DEAR ABBY No% I know why
the lone Ranger never got the girl.
They all ended up with Jay Silverheels, that good-looking Indian who
played 'Tonto- in the movies.
• SEMINOLE IN FLORIDA
•••
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DEAR ABBY: Tell "Ed": Yes,
there are many closely guarded
Indian lovemaking tricks. You will
notice that divorce is very rare
among Indians. That's because they
know how to treat their women.
Secrets like the "Apache Grip"
and the "Kickapio Twist" will never
be sold or given away by a true
Indian,
MIKE WI I ITE FEATHER,
SE ATT1,E
•••

CALVIN and HOBOES

V •••-o7

DEAR ABBY: In response to "Ed
in Illinois": I have lived with a Mandan Indian for five years, and I
wouldn't trade him for live white
lovers. He is the greatest!
LINDA IN MARYIAND

•••
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DEAR ABBY: I am new-hall Indian and have had two Indian
squaws. who both ran off with white
men.
Apparently. the "closely guarded
secrets- of lovemaking from the
Indian side of my family were not
passed on to me.
LONELY WOLF IN HI Of
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please settle an
argument. My friend would rather see
who reads novels. I would
doctor
a
prefer a physician who reads medical
journals. Who is right?
DEAR READER- Every patient is
entitled .to a physician who keeps
abreast of the medical literature
Remaining "current" is each practi
tioner's goal and duty Therefore, it's
important to choose a doctor who
engages in continuing medical educa
lion, be it through seminars, confer
ences. video or audiotapes, journal
reading, or other methods of on going
education
On the other hand, caring for sick
patients requires a broader view than
mere technological advances The
good doctor takes into account many
such aspects, including psychological,
ethical, humanitarian and socio-economic factors In dealing with people,
the capable and competent physician
must consider far more than the dis
ease process
Consequently, in answer to your
question, I'd have to say that you and
your friend are right -- and wrong
What you both need to find is a doctor with balance, someone with tech
nical skills who is more than an
automaton
Most well-rounded physicians
eagerly learn of new advances and
therapies But they will be equally
eager to broaden their horizons by
reading novels, seeing plays, going
to concerts and the opera, and participating in other, non medical
activities that are intellectually stim
ulating The "complete" doctor also
values time spent with his family,
with recreation, in spiritual pursuits.
and in community service
In my opinion, patients are best
served by a practitioner with varied
interests I am not unique in this
view Many medical school admis
mons committees have recently rec
ognized the value of a liberal arts
education, and often give preference
to•applicants who are well rounded.
in contrast to the previous emphasis
on purely scientific backgrounds In
short, the premed wtte,is familiar
with Faust may turn into a better
doctor than the young person who
spends all his or her time unraveling
the mysteries of DNA synthesis
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1994
3 Door
Geo Metro

IMI

$7
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410.

Stock 0721283
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It's Party Time!
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Up To 36 Months!
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Huge Selection of

LAMPS

PRICE

41
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4$10,677*

ALL INTEREST

FREE

1994
Chevrolet
Beretta

Stock 1132171

KEI\11\6:\

The All New
'94 S-10 Pick-Up

$11,288
:‘..
111111k,
CHEVROLET

No

Your Choice

30%50'
SOFAS • CHAIRS I RECLINERS OFF
In House Inventory or Custom Order

Large Selection
Howard Miller

UNDER

GRANDFATHER CLOCKS

$1 000

ALL BRASS, CERAMIC &
CRYSTAL ACCESSORIES

30%50%
OFF

Brand Name Bedding Beginning...

Twin Set...s159 • Full Set...s199 • Queen Set...s259
* NEW *

GIFT ITEMS
SPECIALTY
Candies • Desteper Home Fragrances

20%
C3IFF

AREA RUGS

ALL

Introductory Specials
• Demi:re & Scented

Custom Colors • Custom Sizes
• Premium Quality Braided Rugs
• Genuine Imported Oriental Rugs
• Bob Timberlake Designer Area Rugs
In Stock or Speriol Orden

30%
OFF'
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1994
Geo
Tracker
Convertible
:
ffc3

4,799*
.941, KEN1u Stock 0907679
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1994
Chevrolet
Caprice
--- Classic

'17,666*
Stock 0107898

FURNITURE,INC.
103 South 3rd • Downtown Murray • 753-3621
flours: 8-5 Mon.-Sat.
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We are proud to use
41. recycled newsprint.\6040

ireNT U
*Sale Price Includes Rebate. Tax. Title, License Extra. Subject To Prior Sale.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617

